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1 Summary in Danish – Resumé på dansk 

Dette kandidatspeciale med titlen “Moving Bodies through Mediated Exchanges” er skrevet 

af Hildur Inga Björnsdóttir ved Københavns Universitet i Visuel Kultur, Institut for Kunst- og 

Kulturvidenskab, og offentliggjort i marts 2013. Ved at kombinere akademisk forskning med 

en kunstnerisk praksis, forsøger Björnsdóttir at synliggøre usynlighedsmekanismen i vores 

krop gennem en følelsesmæssig kunstoplevelse. 

Ved at placere sig selv som en kreativ og reflekterende tilskuer, undersøger 

Björnsdóttir gennem videoproduktion hvordan dans, der er danset med interaktiv teknologi, 

er i stand til at skabe forskellige reaktioner i hendes krop. Gennem en dialog mellem to 

videooptagelser, hvoraf en repræsenterer en danseforestilling, og en anden Björnsdóttir selv 

som et medlem af publikum, transformerer hun sin egen oplevelse af at se dansen til et nyt 

kunstværk gennem videoproduktion. Ved at sammenligne dansens gentagelsesstruktur med 

gentagelser af videobilledet, undersøger Björnsdóttir om en lignende gentagelsesstruktur 

påvirker beskuerens følelsesmæssige reaktioner. I sin analyse kombinerer hun tværfaglige 

metoder fra fænomenologi og refleksioner over teoretiske skrifter fra filosofi, dansestudier og 

følelsespsykologi. 

Svarende til hvordan danserne lærer at danse gennem gentagelse af deres egne 

bevægelser, påstår Björnsdóttir at tilskueren oplever dans ved gentagelse af sine følelser. 

Ved at definere den følelsesmæssige oplevelse i fem faser, analyserer hun hvordan hver 

fase føles forskelligt gennem kroppen. Efter at tilskueren har ladet den følelsesmæssige 

oplevelse tage kontrol over sin krop, får følelsen et nyt liv ved at blive omdannet til 

hukommelse. Hukommelsen der repræsenteret i videoen gennem synliggørelse af 

beskuerens rytme i vejrtrækningen. Ved at inddrage danseteorier i Visuel Kultur og gøre 

følelsesmæssige udvekslinger til en kreativ og visuel praksis, påpeger Björnsdóttir at denne 

tværfaglige fremgangsmåde giver forståelse af, hvordan vores kropslige erfaringer kan blive 

undersøgt i forbindelse med de forskellige rytmer, der er integreret i vores kultur.  
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2 Framework of the Master’s thesis 

This Master’s thesis follows the guidelines for examination type A – free written home 

assignment1; the video image Moving Bodies is included as an appendix.2 In combining two 

methods, academic analysis and artistic practice through video creation, I use the methods 

simultaneously, and they therefore reflect and affect each other. Through visualization, I use 

video creation to reflect on problem formulation through my own experience and by applying 

theories I have chosen for this purpose. In the written analysis, I use academic theories to 

explain the video creation and reveal new aspects, including methods and results in relation 

to the problem formulation. Through this interaction, I attempt to create tension that I 

assume would not have been possible to achieve by using either method separately.  

As a designer and visual artist, I enter Visual Culture with a broad educational 

background and professional work experience from Milan and Reykjavik. My university 

studies cover three interconnected disciplines, consisting of an MFA-degree in fashion 

design in 1995, two years of university studies in the visual arts, and a degree of BA-level in 

graphic design in 1990. My professional work experience spans over fourteen years in the 

graphic and fashion area, as art director, stylist and fashion journalist, in addition to being 

the founder of an artistic ready-to-wear company. My designs and artwork have been shown 

at private exhibitions as well as international group exhibitions.  

During my studies in Visual Culture, I have been fascinated by video production as a 

method for visualizing human behaviour in anthropological research. Through their 

visualization, I find video techniques provide the ability to create new and unexpected 

relations between theories that can put an academic argument into a new perspective. By 

using video creation as a part of academic research as this analysis presents, I attempt to 

develop a new way of understanding the invisible mechanism of the human body through an 

emotional experience that is not visible to the human eye or traditional methods of video 

recordings.3 As the video image Moving Bodies presents a constructed view through video 

techniques, I have chosen to use the term video creation in my analysis instead of video 

production. 

The use of dance as a theme in this thesis can be attributed to my interest in dance 

over the long term as a nonprofessional dancer and competitor in athletics in my earlier 

years. Thus, dance and movement have been a reoccurring theme through my artwork and 

designs. By drawing dance into Visual Culture and emotion into creative and visual practice, 

																																																													
1 According to Studieordning for kandidatuddannelsen i Visuel Kultur, 2008-ordningen. Adjusted 2012. 
2 The term “video image” is borrowed from the philosopher Jacques Rancière, which he uses in the book The 
Emancipated Spectator. Rancière 2011: 125. 
3 In her book Visual Methodologies, Rose describes how images and films can be used as a part of research projects. 
Rose 2007: 237. 
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this thesis draws attention to the importance of collaboration between disciplines in Visual 

Culture. 
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3 Introduction 

Since technology began affecting people’s everyday lives in Western society, the 

relationship between humans and machines has been reflected in our culture. Through the 

emergence of digitalization over the last two decades, this reflection has grown as our 

physical spaces have filled up with electronic data affecting all areas of our communication.4 

In the arts, digital interactivity has enabled encounters between the spectator and 

artwork/performances, making it possible for the spectator to reflect herself recognizably 

through images of codes. As her digital reflections become an interface between her own 

body and the environment, her body becomes an image itself through its own presentation 

that continuously needs to be recreated.5 The spectator is in this way able to reflect herself 

through the mechanic qualities of digital media.  

The subject of this thesis is based on the act of reflecting human characteristics 

through mechanic qualities by visualizing an emotional experience through video creation. In 

the position of a creative and reflective observer, I will investigate dance and emotion in 

relation to technology by intertwining dance in an interactive environment with the emotional 

process of a member of the audience through video creation. By creating a dialogue 

between two recordings, one representing a dance performance and the other a member of 

the audience, I will transpose the relationship between the performance and the audience 

member into new artwork through the video image Moving Bodies. 

 

In the beginning of the 20th century, artists of the Dada movement stimulated the 

spectator to reflect askew and ironically upon the relation between the human being and 

technology. A historian of ideas Carsten Thau (1993) said that what fascinated the Dadaists 

most in this relationship was how mass production, which was created by the machine, 

affected our entire society.6 In this way, artist Marcel Duchamp (1887-1968) employed the 

machine in his artwork to mock the emotional significance of the arts, which he regarded as 

consisting of aesthetic value and conceited meaning through symbols and signs. Through 

repetitive self-movement of interoperating parts, bodies in his artwork achieve mechanic 

qualities, opposed to the machines that attain biological characteristics similar to human 

beings.7 According to Thau, the self-mechanism of the artwork is intended to let the 

spectator become irritated and frustrated by the feeling that her expectation of symbolic 

understanding is ignored. As the spectator cannot be impressed by the aesthetic value of 

the artwork, the emotions involved become transformed into “tankebilleder” (images of 

thoughts). Thereby, the self-movement of the Duchamp’s artwork “fungerer som et middel til 
																																																													
4 Detsi-Diamanti & Kitsi-Mitakou & Yiannopoulou 2007: 2. 
5 Rokeby 1996: paragraph 1, 6. 
6 Thau 1993: 199, 202-4. 
7 Thau 1993: 199, 215-6. 
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usårliggørelse” (serves as a remedy for not becoming vulnerable).8 In this perspective, Thau 

describes the machine metaphor as follows: 

…maskinmetaforikken i Duchamps kunst må ses i forbindelse med en meta-ironisk 

fremgangsmåde, der vil afmontere det “problematiske selv”, den eksistentielle patos i 

kunstnerrollen og reducere den kunstneriske symbolverden til en allegori-tænkning 

gennem tegn, tegn af en konstitutionel tvetydighed. 

(…the machine metaphor in Duchamp’s art can be seen in relation to a meta-ironic 

procedure, that will disconnect the “problematic self”, the existential pathos in the role 

of the arts and reduce the artistic world of symbols to an allegory of thinking through 

signs, signs of a constitutional ambiguity).9 

Thau takes the painting “Nude descending a Staircase” as an example of the 

mechanical dynamic in Duchamp’s artwork. He points out that the painting is inspired by 

sequence photography, through its representation of movement of a person walking down a 

staircase. The movement is created by images of bodies that fall into each other creating a 

kind of a multiplication of the person’s body. In a cubistic style without any point of contact, 

the painting achieves constant movement as the represented person is merged and 

scattered by rotating around itself on the metallic surface. Through its weightlessness and 

rotation, the homogenized beauty of the painting makes the person look more like a robot 

than a being made of flesh and blood that appeals to the erotic nature of the machine.10 By 

citing Francois Lyotard, Thau suggests that by provoking senses and thoughts the spectator 

is already familiar with, the vast power of energy in Duchamp’s artwork imparts shock putting 

her in motion.11  Thau states that the irritation awakened in the 

spectator of not understanding the artwork invites her to reflect 

on her own mechanical impulsion of experiencing the artwork.12 

Thau says this combination of lightness and rotation is often 

related to organic circulation in Duchamp’s artwork, even 

though this rotation is in fact created by self-movement of the 

machine.13 Accordingly, my assessment is that the human 

being and the machine can become combined through 

mechanic circulation, which erases the division between the 

two. 

As Duchamp mocks the aesthetic value of the arts by 

intending to cure the spectator of her emotional impression, he 

																																																													
8 Thau 1993: 213-4. Author's own translation in brackets.  
9 Thau 1993: 209-10. Author's own translation in brackets. 
10 Thau 1993: 204, 208, 213-4, 220. 
11 Thau 1993: 223. 
12 Thau 1993: 21. 
13 Thau 1993: 208-9. 

Nude Descending a Staircase, 1912. 
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connects the self-movement of the machine with emotional absence. It is interesting to 

compare this view with the theory by dance scholar and philosopher Maxine Sheets-

Johnstone (2011, 2009), which expects that emotion and movement are compatible through 

their dynamic structure as they are experienced simultaneously.14 Instead of regarding the 

brain as an organ controlling all our movements, as has been central in evolutionary 

theories, she argues that the human being, like all animate creatures, feels itself moved to 

move. In this way, the “prime motivators” for people to move are derived from their emotions, 

which affect their body as a whole. It is therefore impossible to constrain emotions to a 

single visual expression or bodily activity.15 However, as emotions can be felt inside the 

body without bringing it into movement, as well as mimed through body movements without 

actually being experienced, she assumes emotions and movement have different sources 

despite their congruency and can therefore be experienced and analysed separately.16  

Sheets-Johnstone emphasizes that understanding dance can provide knowledge of 

the interrelationship between emotion and movement through the relationship between 

dancers and the audience.17 Instead of defining memorization of dancing as a motor skill of 

the brain that refers to the mechanical movement of a machine, she describes how dancers 

learn to dance by corporeally experiencing the dynamic patterns of dance.18 Entirely 

engaged with their movements, the dancers do not become emotionally affected with the 

story of the dance and, therefore, do not share any kind of story through their emotions with 

the audience. However, as movement and emotion are compatible through their dynamic 

structure, the audience is able to understand the dance through their emotions.19  

Sheets-Johnstone stresses that since machines are programmed to move through a 

mechanical system, comparing them with a human being is not suitable as they do not have 

any emotions. As robots are programmed to move through codes instead of being moved to 

move, she likens them to “puppets” and concludes that computerized programs, which are 

often used as a model of the brain, cannot be equivalent to the corporeal experience of the 

human being.20  

Even though both Sheets-Johnstone and Duchamp’s artwork combine movement with 

emotion, their motivations for doing so are quite different. For Sheets-Johnstone emotions 

are the prime motivator for people to move, whereas Duchamp wants his artwork to cure the 

spectator of her emotional impression. However, they both regard emotion and machine as 

incompatible as Sheets-Johnstone rejects any connection between emotion and machine, 

and the spectator of Duchamp’s artwork becomes cured of her emotions by a shock created 
																																																													
14 Sheets-Johnstone 2009: 205, 209. 
15 Sheets-Johnstone 2009: 211-3. 
16 Sheets-Johnstone 2009: 209; 2011: 52. 
17 Sheets-Johnstone 2011: 39. 
18 Sheets-Johnstone 2011: 48, 54. 
19 Sheets-Johnstone 2011: 53. 
20 Sheets-Johnstone 2009: 214-5. 
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by mechanic self-movement. Consequently, I argue that the shock the spectator would get 

through this healing, enabling her to disconnect herself from emotional pathos in the arts, 

would, according to Thau, be created by her emotions in Sheets-Johnstone’s understanding. 

Dance and feminist scholar Ann Cooper Albright (1997) criticizes Sheets-Johnstone’s 

theory for restricting dance to a homogeneous corporeal experience instead of assuming 

different experiences through the body.21 Similarly, as the spectator of Duchamp’s artwork is 

intended to react in a particular way to a shock, I would presume that the effect of the shock 

would be rather similar from one spectator to another. Contradictorily, my conclusion 

conflicts with Duchamp’s intention of objectifying homogeneous reactions through the 

emotional significance of the arts. 

To understand better how movement and emotions are connected in the arts, I will 

further investigate how the reactions of the spectator are connected to the purpose of the 

artwork. Philosopher Jacques Rancière (2011) discusses how artists have assumed that the 

interpretation of their artwork/performances has been limited to their own creation, instead of 

being dependent on the spectator’s personal experience. As works of art are separated from 

the spectator through their representational form, as performers are separated from the 

audience, Rancière states that it has been considered the artists’ role to erase this distance 

by turning the spectator from being passive to active.22 Consequently, artists have wanted 

the spectator to be an active interpreter of their artwork/performances by enabling her to 

become aware of something new that until now has been invisible to her.23  

Rancière says the “fictional form” of the theatre has been based on various “signs of 

thoughts and emotions” which elicit a link of sensation between the audience and the 

performance. Thereby the audience feels and understands the mimesis of the arts through 

“perception and emotion”, which Rancière states have been the essence of the aesthetic 

value of the arts. Even though these thoughts and feelings have not been the audience's 

own, the aesthetics have been “regarded as the language of nature itself” and universally 

understood. In this way it has been claimed in the theatre that aesthetics have combined 

“the stage, the audience, and the world” into a single unit.24 Similar to Rancière's argument 

that the aesthetic effect in the theatre has limited the audience’s understanding to emotional 

imitation, I argue that Duchamp has presumed that the spectator in the arts becomes 

seduced by thoughts and feelings that were not her own but rather the artists’ predefined 

views. 

																																																													
21 Albright 1997: xv. 
22 Rancière 2011: 12, 14, 31. 
23 Rancière 2011: 13, 27. 
24 Rancière 2011: 56, 60-1. 
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Rancière stresses that the aesthetic effect entails a hierarchy that has created a 

cause-effect relationship, in which the artist dominates the spectator.25 Artists’ attempts to 

break this illusion of togetherness by rejecting these laws end up having more or less the 

same effect as they expect a certain reaction beforehand from their spectators.26 Rancière 

does not focus on activating the spectator from passivity to activity through the spectator's 

desire to interpret the artwork in certain ways; rather, he underlines that the spectator is 

already active.27 He proposes “a new scene of equality”, in which diverse performances are 

transformed into each other. This perspective requires the spectator to actively interpret the 

artwork/performances by creating her own stories from her own personal experience and 

dreams.28 For this purpose, he points out that the video image is particularly suitable through 

its capability of creating tensions between expression and various media.29 

In a way similar to Duchamp achieving mechanic movement in the painting “Nude 

descending a Staircase” by letting the multiplied body of the painting fall into each other, 

Rancière points out that through montage by electronic signals, the video image becomes a 

machine through its ability to transform one expression into another.30 As the video image 

aims “to make us 'see' what it has seen”, Rancière emphasizes that even sensible moments 

that have actually happened cannot be considered real when they have been compressed 

and taken out of their context through the video production. Emotional responses of the 

spectators are therefore not activated by predetermined meanings of some thoughts or 

feelings in the narrative, but constructed by multiplex relations of oppositions “by the 

filmmaker’s system”, i.e., between visible and invisible, present and past as well as intended 

and unintended.31 Through references to other artwork/performances and interconnection of 

different media, the spectator is able to interpret new experiences continuously through an 

endless source of quotes crossing into each other.32 Instead of creating similar responses 

from one spectator to another, as I have concluded from Thau’s text that the shock from 

Duchamp’s painting is limited to, Rancière assumes that the video image is able make the 

experience different from one spectator to another.  

As Duchamp uses repetition in his artwork to create self-movement, either to give 

people mechanical qualities, or the machine biological personality, I find it interesting to look 

at this movement as a pathway travelling from an artwork to a spectator, and from the 

spectator to a machine. The mechanical self-movement of the spectator could in this way be 

reflected through the biological characteristics of the machine. In view of Rancière’s text, I 

																																																													
25 Rancière 2011: 63, 70. 
26 Rancière 2011: 59-60. 
27 Rancière 2011: 17. 
28 Rancière 2011: 13, 22. 
29 Rancière 2011: 125. 
30 Rancière 2011: 123-4, 126-30. 
31 Rancière 2011: 92-4, 102, 121-2. 
32 Rancière 2011: 125. 
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assume that the video image could represent the machine, through which the repetitive self-

movement of the spectator could be reflected due to the repetitive quality of the video image. 

In contrast to the static painting of Duchamp that illustrates movement by repetition, the 

video image is capable of representing repetitive movement of moving images. 

In this thesis, I use this pathway of movement attempting to visualize how a member of 

the audience is able to understand dance through video creation. For that purpose, I replace 

Duchamp’s painting as the beginning of that pathway with a dance performance, in which 

dancers' movements and technology are interrelated through an interactive scene. In view of 

Sheets-Johnstone’s argument that dance and emotion are compatible through their dynamic 

structure, I intertwine recordings of dance and emotion together through video creation. By 

examining how digital technology can affect the dynamic structure of dance through an 

interaction between dancers and technology, I compare that function with the emotional 

process of the audience member in relation to technology through the video creation. 

Through the dynamic structure of dance and emotions, I will observe whether the repetitive 

structure of the video image is capable of revealing the emotions of the audience member. 

Through the video creation, I attempt to visualize an emotional process of a dance 

spectator through two recordings: one of myself, representing a member of the audience, 

and another of dancers dancing with an interactive scene.33 To visualize the dynamic 

structure of emotion versus technology, I create a dialogue between these two recordings by 

implementing a model of emotional behaviour invented by psychologist Paul Ekman (2004) 

through anthropological studies. For adapting that model to the experience of watching 

dance, I use the “5 Rhythms” dance form developed as a meditation by dancer and artist 

Gabrielle Roth (1999, 1998). To visualize the dynamic structure of dance versus technology, 

I have as a case study chosen the dance performance “Living Room” that was shown at 

Dansehallerne in March 2012. The performance is choreographed by Tina Tarpgaard and 

arranged by an interdisciplinary collaboration of Recoil Performance Group. The dance 

performance represents an encounter between four dancers and technology through a 

motion-capture system, catching movements of each dancer and enabling real-time image 

transformation by synthesizing their physical bodies and the scene into moving images that 

are cast on the scene.34 Living Room was awarded the Danish Reumert prize in 2012 as 

The Dance Performance of the Year.35 

In this written academic report, I will present a critical and reflective evaluation of how 

the video image is able to transform one expression into another: from the interaction 

between dancers and technology into the spectator’s experience through her emotions; as 

																																																													
33 The dance recording is a documentation provided by Recoil Performance Group. 
34 Birringer 2007: 13-14. 
35 Jørgenssen 2012: online. 
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well as from the physical presence at the performance, into the digital media of the video 

image. To investigate the congruency between dance and emotion through the emotional 

experience of watching dance, I will compare Sheets-Johnstone’s theory of how dancers 

corporeally experience the dynamic patterns of dance with Paul Ekman’s emotional 

behaviour model. To investigate the congruency between dance and emotion versus 

technology, I will, e.g., use theories by dancer and philosopher Susan Kozel (2007). By 

exploring how the interactive environment affects the dancers, I will try to find a link between 

this interaction and the emotional process of the spectator, and the video technology’s ability 

to reflect that process. 
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4 Problem formulation 

This paper will be an academic study, using my video creation Moving Bodies as a method 

for exposing the invisible mechanism of the human body through an emotional experience 

within the arts. 

 

Problem formulation: Placing myself as a member of the audience, I will through video 

creation observe how a dance performance employing interactive technology is able to 

create various reactions through my body. By comparing the repetitive structure of 

dance with the mechanism of the video image, I will investigate whether a comparable 

repetitive structure affects my emotional reactions as a spectator. 

 

Key findings: In a manner similar to how dancers learn to dance with interactive technology 

by repetition of their movements, the repetitive structure of the video image reveals how the 

spectator experiences the dance by repetition of her emotions. By dividing the emotional 

experience into five stages, the video image represents how each stage is felt differently 

through the body. After the spectator allows the emotional experience take control of her 

body, this experience gets new life by being transformed into a memory represented in the 

video image through the rhythm of her breathing. Even though the video image is 

programmed by codes its dynamic structure of repetition is thereby able to represent the 

memory of the dynamic congruency between dance and emotions.  
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5 Interdisciplinary theories of dance, emotion and technology 

My selection of theories for analysis in this thesis takes into account the transmission of 

movement from dance with technology to a spectator, and from a spectator to a video 

image. Before further outlining the theories I have chosen, I will provide an overview of the 

main theories that I find related to this analysis in historical context. 

5.1 Body movement versus emotion in historical context 

Since the mechanical sciences, led by Galileo (1564-1642), discovered that all objects in the 

world are governed by the natural law of force and movement, Collette Conroy (2010) claims 

this discovery has made it difficult for Christian thought to insert the human being into this 

ideology. Even though humans might be expected to be included in this law, according to 

Christian religion, immortal souls could not be reduced to physical objects. Thus, René 

Descartes (1596-1650) brought forth the distinction of mind and body, which assumes that 

souls are not subject to the material world.36 Ann Cooper Albright (1997) emphasizes that as 

this dualism assumes that consciousness is separated from physical perception and 

moreover elevates the self as a separate entity of the mind, as Descartes assumed, it has 

resulted in the general idea in the Western culture of naturalizing the dualistic opposites 

between body/mind, experience/knowledge and nature/culture. The materiality of the body 

has thus become subordinated to the mind.37 In a similar way, Derek P. McCormack (2008) 

points out that as a consequence of Cartesian dualism, abstract thinking tends to reduce the 

body to an object by not paying attention to the experience of living through the body.38  

In the twentieth century phenomenological ideas emerged deeming the experience 

lived through our body to be essential to understanding the world. Opposite to Cartesian 

dualism, phenomenological theories by philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961) aim 

at creating a connection between body and mind through experience. Conroy makes clear 

that this thinking is particularly suitable for analysing performances through the interaction 

between the audience, performers and the story. As phenomenology seeks to understand 

perception through first-person experience, it does not assume a predefined meaning of an 

ideal body reacting in the same way as another but, rather, allows for bodies as dynamic 

entities having their own experience that may be quite different from that of others. However, 

as we often perceive the same thing again, Conroy says that Merleau-Ponty seems to rely 

on the assumption that we create a system, through which our intention and action become 

one for a while.39  

																																																													
36 Conroy 2010: 42. 
37 Albright 1997: 6. 
38 McCormack 2008: 1829. 
39 Conroy 2010: 52-6. 
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Instead of providing just information of ourselves, Conroy says that phenomenology 

presumes to reveal the truth of human senses in general. On this basis, theorists of 

performativity, such as Judith Butler, have criticized this method for restricting the body to an 

individual perception, by excluding cultural body ideas through social learning, such as 

gender.40 As a consequence, this method of analysis became politically unpopular from the 

1980s to the 1990s, which Kozel (2007) claims was not based on a real understanding of 

Merleau-Ponty. Rather than isolating the body from its environment, phenomenology deals 

with a wide range of cultural issues by being based on various bodily experiences in the 

world.41  

Even though Merleau-Ponty has touched on dance in his phenomenological analysis 

of movement, it was not until dance anthropology became a field of study in the 1970s that 

dance was commonly defined as a form for expressing thought and emotions.42 Until then it 

had mainly been evaluated for its aesthetic value.43 When video techniques and 16mm films 

replaced static photographs in anthropological studies in the 1960s, it became possible to 

examine facial and bodily expressions that had not been visible to the human eye, which 

changed previous ideas of universal emotions.44 In this way, various gestures and 

ritualization were investigated that put the creativity of performances into a new 

perspective.45 Following the invention of the digital photography in the beginning of the 

twenty-first century, movement first became discretized as images and became codified.46 

Consequently, these advances have resulted in all-surrounding digitalized environments as 

the interaction between our physical bodies and technology has accelerated the speed in 

Western society through the movement of codes. This has affected our thinking, and how we 

experience ourselves and has challenged the ideas of our physical body compared to the 

immateriality of the digital body. Increased emphasis on our bodies' transformability has 

consequently brought attention to how we move and express ourselves through our 

bodies.47  

As well as moving physically, McCormack says that bodies move in several ways: 

“affectively, kinaesthetically, imaginatively, collectively, aesthetically, socially, culturally and 

politically”.48 By combining corporeal and cultural practices in an expressive way, dance 

studies have become popular as a method for understanding the interrelation between the 

human body and technology.49 In this context, interest in affectivity has increased over the 

																																																													
40 Conroy 2010: 57. 
41 Kozel 2007: 4-5. 
42 Lamberth (year unknown): online; Hanna 1979: 3, 34. 
43 McCormack 2007: 817. 
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last decades,50 which, according to McCormack, includes, e.g., emotion, feeling, mood and 

passion that theories of representation often cannot illustrate because of their invisibility.51 

Consequently, phenomenology has recently become a popular method for analysing dance 

studies.52 This can be viewed as a counterbalance to Richard Cytowic’s critique, addressed 

by Kozel, that it has become a repertoire of using a third-person instead of first-person 

experience in our culture, as everything has to be proved by technology. This approach has 

consequently constrained our knowledge of the world.53  

Mike Featherstone (2010) claims that instead of the closed and clearly defined image 

of the body that was dominant in the 19th century, we now regard our bodies as moving 

bodies. In this way our senses are considered to be interconnected through an inner 

movement of our bodies. As we feel moved by looking at other bodies and images, 

Featherstone suggests that the senses involved can be considered in a close connection 

with affect, which he defines as the intensity we feel through our body by looking at media 

images.54 In this context, McCormack points out that in affectivity studies it is necessary to 

distinguish between affect, feeling and emotion, as “affect is a kind of vague yet intense 

atmosphere; feeling is that atmosphere felt in a body; and emotion is that felt intensity 

articulated as an emotion”.55  

Featherstone says that Mark Hansen considers there to be a direct combination of 

digitalization and affectivity, as new media have opened for our engagement with information 

through affectivity. Taking the artwork Anima from 2000 by artist Bill Viola as an example, in 

which slow motion is used to visualize four emotions through different faces, for Hansen the 

experience of the spectator includes various senses instead of being limited to visibility, 

according to Featherstone. Similarly, Featherstone says Maurizio Lazzarato assumes that 

the video can affect our brain and open a new understanding of perception by pulling 

together affect and cognition through its representation.56  

Carrie Noland (2007) criticizes new media theorists, e.g., Mark Hansen, for believing 

that our movements are controlled through our senses. Although she notes that their 

understandings of the term affect differ from one another, she claims that the general idea is 

that our movements are controlled through our mind.57 By citing Merleau-Ponty, Noland 

emphasizes that movement, like breathing, is an autonomous function of our bodies, and 

she therefore categorizes affect as a secondary effect of movement. As it is not possible to 
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isolate body movements from their cultural meaning, our movements nevertheless become 

affected by our embodied experience in the world.58  

As studies of embodiment normally assume that our body becomes affected by the 

society it lives in, Blackman & Venn (2010) point out that those studies exclude the idea of 

the natural body of its own authenticity. Instead of examining nature and culture as two 

different entities, theorists of embodiment have the tendency to presuppose a social 

explanation of their studies.59 They remark that Maxine Sheets-Johnstone through her own 

philosophy of subjectivity has problematized the methods of cognitive science. Instead of 

considering bodies as inactive materiality controlled by the brain, she advocates a corporeal 

experience as a foundation for knowledge and thought.60  

Below, I will present in more detail Sheets-Johnstone’s theory of how the spectator 

understands dance through her emotions, which I have used as an argument for this thesis. 

5.2 Sheets-Johnstone’s theory of the interaction between kinaesthetic memory and 

self-movement in dance 

Unlike other genres of art, dance scholar and philosopher Maxine Sheets-Johnstone 

emphasizes, dance possesses a special quality, causing the audience to create meaning in 

the dance through their emotion and not cognitively by “reason, language, or thought”.61 In 

her article From movement to dance (2011), she compares the dynamic patterns of dance 

with common everyday movements from a phenomenological perspective. As dancing is felt 

by dancers in their state of kinaesthetic attention, Sheets-Johnstone says dance is felt 

differently from familiar movements flowing forth without our attention. She asserts that we 

learn habitual movements with repetitive practice every day through kinaesthetic memory as 

we remember the movements corporeally.62  Even though dancers learn their movements in 

a similar way by repetition, their consciousness is more active as the choreography of the 

dance is usually much more complicated than our daily practices, such as brushing our teeth 

or buttering our toast.63 The stimulus for our daily movements is moreover different from 

dance as they are often done under obligation, which Sheets-Johnstone remarks minimizes 

the movements. The voluntary movements of dance, on the contrary, acquire more quality 

through the dynamic stimulus of dancers. The dynamic power created through the dancing 

derives in part from dancers' partial lack of control of their movements; thus, the dance is 

danced through both the dancers' control and the self-movement that the dance itself 

creates. As dancers learn the patterns of their movements through focusing their attention 
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on moving their bodies, they experience how these movements flow on their own as they 

move their bodies. Therefore, dancers do not simply dance the dance through their 

kinaesthetic memory as the dance also moves through the dancers, flowing forth on its 

own.64 This interaction between kinaesthetic memory and self-movement, which Sheets-

Johnstone calls the breath of the dancers, provides dancers with dynamic and 

consciousness resulting in greater quality of their movements.65  

As dancers experience their movements through the body, Sheets-Johnstone states 

that dancers do not become emotionally affected with the story of the dance. Therefore, the 

audience does not visually see any story through the dance and understands the dance 

“kinetically and affectively” by their emotions.66 Instead of restricting emotions to mechanical 

brain events activating certain emotional behaviours or bodily actions, their dynamic 

structure causes them to be felt and expressed in various ways through the body, “as they 

are affectively lived through”.67  As “prime motivators” of life, emotions move the body and 

are therefore compatible with movements.68 In the same way dance moves the dancers’ 

bodies, emotions move through the body of the audience.69  

Although Sheets-Johnstone says the concept of the dynamic congruency of emotion 

and movement is not new in nonverbal behaviour, she notes it has still not been 

acknowledged by cognitive theorists, who reduce emotion and movement to brain activities 

that need to be codified.70 Subsequently, she rejects the term “embodiment” as she says it 

“deflects our attention from the task of understanding animate forms by conceptual default, 

by conveniently packaging beforehand something already labelled 'the mental' or 'mind' and 

something already labelled 'the physical' or 'body' without explaining” their origin. Instead of 

relating emotions with mental experience, Sheets-Johnstone asserts they are comparable to 

the beginning of life itself.71 Unlike Rancière, who emphasizes that the spectator actively 

interprets artwork/performances by creating her own stories from her own personal 

experience and dreams, Sheets-Johnstone accordingly stresses that the emotions of the 

audience are the primary motivator of life and therefore inborn. 

Even though Sheets-Johnstone states that she writes from a phenomenological view, I 

do not agree that she describes from her own experience how the audience understands 

dance, but instead from the experience of dancing. To understand better how the spectator 

understands dance by her emotions, I will in the following section present Ekman’s model of 

emotional behaviour that I use in part as a base for the video creation of Moving Bodies. 
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5.3 Ekman’s emotional behaviour model 

In his book Emotions Revealed. Understanding Faces and Feelings (2004), psychologist 

Paul Ekman illustrates his findings through anthropological research by focusing on 

expressions and the physiology of emotion.72 By the use of video recordings, he examined 

how emotions affect our facial muscles and, together with Wally Friesen, developed a 

system identifying “that seven emotions each have a distinct, universal, facial expression: 

sadness, anger, surprise, fear, disgust, contempt and happiness”.73 Because of the 

importance of his research, Ekman was named one of the100 most influential people in the 

world by Time Magazine in 2009.74 

Ekman states that emotions cause changes in our brain, forcing us to cope with what 

caused these changes. Ekman underlines that emotions, as well as being useful by allowing 

us to deal with something meaningful to us, also provide us various kinds of enjoyment. As 

we are not emotional all the time, emotions simply turn up in our lives by coming and 

going.75 Even though it can be difficult to identify their sources, emotions are visible through 

their expressiveness, as each expression comprises a group of messages although their 

intensity may vary from one person to another.76 However, as we try to disguise our 

emotions, Ekman notes that only experts are able to distinguish them.77 In this way emotions 

differ from thought, which are completely private for their invisibility.78 However, it seems 

easier for us to control our bodily reactions through our learned behaviour rather than our 

voice and facial expressions.79 By referring to Charles Darwin’s theory, which supposes that 

rational thought cannot change innate responses, Ekman concludes that certain facial 

expressions are inherent, in contrast to most of our body's movements, which are socially 

learned.80 Therefore, it is better to distinguish our emotional reactions through facial 

expressions than bodily postures.81  

Through his research, Ekman has been able to discover that emotional responses, i.e., 

from when emotions start until they end, often follow a similar structure.82 By assuming that 

the body operates through a combination of our brain's automatic and cognitive mechanism, 

he presents a model of emotional behaviour in his book that I will describe in four stages.83  

In the first stage, which Ekman says can be difficult to distinguish because of its 

briefness, our brain reacts automatically to something triggering us to become emotional and 
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preparing us to react.84 In the second stage, we become consciously aware of what is 

happening for a while, and our reactions depend on our personal experience as well as 

innate reactions. Ekman likens this function to a database, in which our mind collects all our 

experience into data and stores them. Once they are entered, they are not easily removed.85 

In the third stage, which can last from just a second to hours, Ekman remarks that “our 

thinking cannot incorporate information that does not fit, maintain, or justify the emotion we 

are feeling”. When it lasts just for a short time, he notes this state gives us an opportunity to 

focus immediately on the emotional situation, which can help us dealing with the imminent 

problem. However, if we stay in this stage for long, he stresses that it can prevent us from 

taking rational decisions as it alters the way we understand the world and the actions of 

others.86 After the third stage has passed, Ekman mentions that it takes us ten to fifteen 

seconds to recover, which I define as the fourth stage of emotional behaviour.87  As one 

emotion seldom occurs in isolation, Ekman states that emotions often occur one after 

another or even merge. In this way, emotions can overlap each other during emotional 

behaviour and create loops intersecting in various ways.88  

As Ekman emphasizes improving people’s emotional life through the ability to avoid 

problems arising from destructive emotions,89 it seems to me that he pays little attention to 

positive emotions in his book even though he claims to believe that nothing motivates us 

more in our lives than searching for enjoyment.90 However, he does not agree with some 

psychologists, who deem that enjoyable feelings should not be considered emotions, and 

asserts that emotions fit well in this category by briefly listing sixteen different enjoyable 

emotions.91 In spite of their motivation, Ekman seems nevertheless to assume that they 

follow the same behaviour model as destructive emotions. He finds the division between 

positive and negative emotions can in addition be problematic as not all people experience 

destructive emotions negatively.92  

Interestingly, Ekman’s first three stages of emotional behaviour correspond to 

McCormack’s aforementioned distinction between affect, feeling and emotions in affectivity 

studies. In this way, affect is equivalent to the first automatic responses of the body to the 

emotional behaviour and feeling regarding the conscious awareness lasting briefly before 

the emotion attacks the body, for which both theorists use the same term. 
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As Ekman focuses mostly on destructive emotions in his book, I attempt to improve his 

model by the accompaniment of the 5 Rhythms dance form for adjusting it to the experience 

of a spectator of dance, which I presume is positive instead of destructive. In this way, I will 

add another stage after the third stage of Ekman’s model in relation to “ecstasy or bliss”, 

which Ekman defines as an intense experience of enjoyable emotion.93 As I do not define 

the enjoyable emotion of watching dance as behaviour, I will use the term emotional process 

instead of emotional behaviour for this experience in my analysis, which also serves to 

distinguish Ekman’s model from my own. 

Even though both Ekman and Sheets-Johnstone assume that we are born with the 

capability of getting emotional, they are not in harmony on how emotions are controlled 

through our bodies. Whereas Ekman advocates that the emotional behaviour is controlled 

through our mind, Sheets-Johnstone stresses that our emotions are primary and dynamic 

motivators of life and therefore not related to any brain activities. Nevertheless, she seems 

to assume that emotions are felt and expressed in various ways through the body. Opposite 

to Sheets-Johnstone, Ekman presumes that our body operates through a combination of 

inherent and learned responses. Although much of our learning is “universal” as “everyone 

learns the same things”, which results in homogeneous responses of our body, much of our 

experience is individual and therefore we also react differently to emotional stimulation.94 By 

a combination of our personal experience and our own affective style, all people have 

therefore their own emotional profile, which can differ from one person to another.95 So even 

though Ekman likens the function of the mind to a computer's database, he presumes that 

people react differently to emotional stimulation. I argue, that Ekman is in agreement with 

Rancière that our own personal experience plays an important role in creating different 

responses in the spectator. 

5.4 Dance and emotion versus technology 

McCormack (2008) pays attention to how Tim Cresswell regards various systems of 

movement analysis as ”interesting and problematic” through their purpose of capturing 

movement and converting it into an abstract form, as this transformation isolates the 

individuals involved from their real experience of movement. However, McCormack 

emphasizes that these systems can serve as necessary supplements to other research, as 

well as offer opportunities for further experiments and experiences.96 In this context, 

MacDougall (2006) describes how the act of “framing” in photography or filmmaking can 

reflect different attitudes towards a subject. As he specifies three ways of looking with a 
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camera, “a purely responsive camera, an interactive camera, and a constructive camera”, he 

underlines that each one has its own character depending on the researcher’s purpose. As 

framing is intertwined with showing, it includes also revealing what is hidden under the 

surface of the image, and MacDougall therefore emphasizes that no method is more 

objective than others. In this way, he makes clear that “a constructive camera interprets its 

subject by breaking it down and reassembling it according to some external logic.”97  

In view of MacDougall’s text, I argue that the method of constructive view is suitable to 

interpret the spectator’s experience of dance through video techniques by breaking the 

sequences down and reassembling them. As Ekman uses a computer as a metaphor for the 

mind,98 I find it logical to use his model of emotional behaviour to analyse emotion versus 

technology. To visualize how emotions are able to create loops that intersect various ways, I 

assume they can be represented as layers interconnected through intertwinement with 

transparent layers of computer software. 

To understand dance in relation to technology, Sheets-Johnstone’s theory does not 

offer any tool for this purpose as she rejects all experiments relating technology to thought 

and encourages us instead to listen carefully to our bodies.99 To investigate the interaction 

between dancers and technology, I will, e.g., use the book Closer: Performance, 

Technologies, Phenomenology (2007) by dancer and philosopher Susan Kozel, in which she 

describes her own experience of dancing with technology from a phenomenological 

perspective based on Merleau-Ponty’s theories of embodiment.100 Instead of representations 

of human bodies as mechanical beings that have emerged in films and science fiction from 

the beginning of the twentieth century as “tortured terminators, robots, borgs, or replicants”, 

Kozel advocates a subtler modification of the body and technology, “based on material 

ambiguity and movement”.101 Through her phenomenological studies of dancing with 

interactive systems, she argues that through the intertwinement of action and awareness, it 

becomes impossible to distinguish the boundary between the physical and digital body.102 By 

advocating that body and mind cannot be separated, just as we are equally a part of a larger 

whole in our environment,103 Kozel’s theory bridges the gap between Sheets-Johnstone’s 

and Ekman’s theories. 
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6 Methodology 

This thesis consists of two different kinds of methods that are intertwined with each other, 

consisting of video creation and written analysis. As these methods are utilized 

simultaneously during the procedure, they reflect and affect each other. Thereby, I attempt 

to create tension between these methods that I assume would not have been possible to 

achieve by the use of either method separately. 

6.1 Video creation 

Through the video creation of Moving Bodies, I visualize and observe in a phenomenological 

way, how the emotional process of dance affects the spectator’s body by combining my own 

experience as a spectator with academic theories. By implementing Sheets-Johnstone’s 

theory of the congruence between movement and emotion, and Ekman’s model of emotional 

behaviour, I stage an emotional experience of a spectator of dance through video 

technology by creating a dialogue between her and the dancers. To adjust Ekman’s model 

to an enjoyable experience, I intertwine it with the 5 Rhythms dance form, developed by 

dancer and artist Gabrielle Roth. 

I use video creation as a part of my analysis in this thesis because according to 

Rancière I will be able to create tension between different kinds of expression as well as 

different media. I am inspired by Duchamp’s cubistic methods of the painting “Nude 

descending a Staircase” for achieving inter-cobbling between the spectator and dancers. To 

be better able to distinguish how the video image is able to deliver my emotional experience 

through video effects, I keep my face and bodily expression unchanged through the 

emotional process, which also counterbalances the strong movements of the dancers. 

During my analysis, I will evaluate the difficulties that can arise by using video creation 

to interpret the spectator’s experience, i.e., what effects the video image possibly has that 

are not a part of the experience itself, and what it is not able to deliver. 

6.2 Written analysis 

In my written analysis, I will use phenomenology and reflections on theoretical writings from 

philosophy, dance studies and the psychology of emotion to investigate the emotional 

experience of watching dance through the reflective experience of the video process. 

Through this interdisciplinary approach, I will evaluate Sheets-Johnstone’s theories in view 

of her argument that the audience creates meaning in dance through their emotions and not 

cognitively by “reason, language, or thought”.104 By using Ekman’s model of emotional 

behaviour, I will compare the repetitive structure of the emotional behaviour with Sheets-
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Johntone’s theory of interaction between kinaesthetic memory and self-movement in dance, 

to explore the function of emotion and memory of the spectator of dance. 

To investigate the interrelationship between dancers and digital technology, I will, e.g., 

use Kozel’s studies of dancing with technology, based on Merleau-Ponty’s theories of 

embodiment. I will expand her findings by transposing the dancers' experience to the 

embodied experience of a spectator. Then I will use the article From ritualization to 

performativity. The Concheros of Mexico (1998) by social anthropologist Susanna Rostas to 

investigate how dance achieves quality through performativity, and whether its quality can 

be referred to an emotional experience within the arts. In the fourth stage of the emotional 

process, I will use the ecstasy state of the 5 Rhythms dance for adjusting Ekman’s emotional 

behaviour model to an enjoyable experience, which Roth describes in her books Sweat your 

Prayers (1999) and Maps to Ecstasy (1998). By geographer Derek P. McCormack’s article A 

paper with an interest in rhythm (2002), in which he uses the 5 Rhythms dance as a topic, I 

will investigate how rhythms of movements are able to create a transcended state by 

dancers and the spectator. In the fifth stage, I will furthermore use McCormack’s theory to 

investigate whether thought can be related to the emotional process of dance. Additionally, I 

will use various theories by other theorists as needed in each stage of my analysis. 

In the end, I will use Rancière’s book The Emancipated Spectator (2011),105 in which 

he proposes “a new scene of equality” requiring the spectator to actively interpret the 

artwork/performances,106 to explore how the spectator’s reactions in the arts can be 

explained by the corporeal experience that each stage of the emotional process provides. 

6.3 Disposition 

In the next section “Emotional process visualized through video creation”, which is divided 

into four parts, I will analyse the emotional process through my reflective experience of the 

video process. The first section “Video image: Moving Bodies” is divided into three parts: 

“Short description”, “Purpose”, and “Video effects and tools”. The second section “Five 

stages of the emotional process” is divided into five parts. In each part, I will analyse the 

various types of bodily reactions that the emotional process consists of: “Dynamic body”, 

“Learning body”, “Creative body”, “Transcended body”, and “Experienced body”. In the third 

section “Revaluation of the video creation” I will assess the advantages and disadvantages 

of using video creation in academic research.  

In section eight “Emotional process reflected in Rancière’s theory”, I will investigate 

how each stage of the emotional process can be viewed through Rancière’s theory. 
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In section nine “Conclusion and perspective”, I will summarize my findings and discuss 

possible questions they raise for further research.  
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7 Emotional process visualized through video creation 

7.1 Video image: Moving Bodies 

In this section I will make a short narrative description of and outline the purpose of the video 

image and describe the effects and tools that I have used through the video creation. 

7.1.1 Short description 
The video image Moving Bodies consists of five coherent sequences occurring in a linear 

process. Each of these sequences is intended to represent the emotional state that a 

spectator at the dance exhibition Living Room is going through. The titles I have chosen for 

these stages are based on what I find describes each stage of the emotional process best, 

built on the theories I am using in my analysis. The running time of Moving Bodies is 9 min: 

48 sec. 

a) Dynamic body (0:04-0:29): The video image begins by presenting an image of my 

upper body together with a breath-sound. I calmly look forward as if I am watching the 

performance in a theatre hall. After a while, my body is disturbed by brief shots from 

the dance performance, which, however, are not distinguishable at this stage. 

b) Learning body (0:30-3:59): As the screen frame moves closer to my body, the 

shots from the performance occur more frequently and last longer as they 

transparently blend together with each other and my own image, which gradually 

approaches my face. My calm breath-sound becomes increasingly mixed with the 

noise from the performance. 

c) Creative body (4:00-8:29): The images of the dancing bodies are multiplied and 

then reduced into small units of rectangles. After they have systematically created 

various patterns and rhythms on my facial image, these forms dissolve little by little as 

the images becomes bigger and blend with each other until they seem to overtake my 

body. The sounds from the dancers get stronger as my breath-sound becomes almost 

undetectable; simultaneously the lens is slowly zoomed in on my mouth. In the end, 

the images of the dancing bodies fade out together with the image of my mouth. 

d) Transcended body (8:30-8:36): The screen becomes totally white, and all sounds 

cease. 

e) Experienced body (8:37-9:26): After a deep inhalation is heard as if I am being 

suffocated, my face gradually becomes visible as I exhale. When I inhale again, the 

image is zoomed in on my mouth as it blends transparently with the dancing bodies 

followed by their noise. On exhalation the lens is zoomed out to my face again as the 

dancing bodies and their sounds fade out. This repeats several times. After a while this 

image starts being disturbed by brief shots similar to the beginning of the video image, 

until it suddenly ends after an exhalation. 
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7.1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of the video creation is to develop a method able to expose the invisible 

mechanism of the human body through an emotional experience within the arts that is not 

visible to the human eye or traditional methods of video recordings. By visualizing an 

embodied experience that represents a body as a flow of complex interaction with its 

environment, I want to investigate how different stages of the emotional process create 

various corporeal experiences through the body.  

7.1.3 Video effects and tools 
In Moving Bodies I mix together two recordings, one of the dance performance Living Room 

that is recorded by Recoil Performance Group, and another of myself. For the recording of 

myself, I use a Panasonic video camera (NV-DS33) with resolution PAL 720×576, set to 

auto-focus and a “normal” frame instead of “cinema” to keep the image more compact. 

Through my creation, I attempt to make contrasts to reinforce the transformation of my body 

through the emotional experience, both between the spectator and the dancers, as well as 

through the narrative of the video image. By using the software Final Cut Pro, I have utilized 

various tools and methods that I will outline as follows: 

a) Montage: For being able to create a dialogue between the spectator and dancers 

through cutting, the recordings of Moving Bodies are recorded separately and mixed 

into a single narrative through montage. 

b) Shot distance and zooming: To visualize how my body becomes more affected by 

the performance through the emotional process, the shot distance of the image starts 

at medium shot that gradually moves to close-up shot creating more intimacy. The 

blurred focus and shaking effect in the beginning of the video image is caused by a 

handheld camera, which is moved closer to my body during the recording. When the 

frame reaches my head, the lens is slowly zoomed quite close to my mouth, 

emphasizing its fundamental function of breathing. 

c) Colours: To reinforce the inner experience of my body and create contrast 

between the recordings, the image of myself is black and white against the coloured 

images of the dancers. As the dance performance is staged with a black background, I 

have chosen black as a background for my image as well for being able to blend these 

recordings softly together. As the screen gradually becomes brighter before it turns 

white in the fourth stage, it creates a contrast intensifying the transformation of my 

body through the emotional experience. The clothing of the dancers is in light colours 

that stand well out from the black background, and I have chosen white clothing for 

myself for the same reason. 
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d) Transparency and layers: To visualize the inner feeling of my body, I place the 

images of the dancers into my body image by the use of transparent layers, which 

underlines the strong interconnection between these bodies. As a consequence, the 

dancing bodies seem to become a part of my own body through my corporeal 

experience. 

e) Repetition of shots: To create a dialogue between the dancers and my body, 

repetitive shots of the dancers represent how the spectator experiences her emotions 

through repetition. The manifold layers of the dancers’ images disturbing my body 

image thereby represent how emotions are able to overlap and cross each other 

through my body. 

f) Fast and slow motion: In the first three stages, the image of my body is shown in 

slow motion (5% speed), both to emphasize the intimate experience and to adapt the 

zoom effect to the duration of the video image. As the shots of the dancing bodies are 

kept at normal speed, this effect creates a contrast between the dancing bodies and 

my own. In the last stage of the video image, I adapt the zooming of my image to the 

rhythm of my breathing by the use of fast-motion. In this way, my body seems to be 

zoomed back and forward as my mouth inhales and exhales the images and sounds of 

the dancing bodies. 

g) Rhythm and sounds: As I use various kinds of visual effects to create contrasts in 

Moving Bodies, the audio also plays the same role. As well as being a fundamental 

function in dance, the breathing underlines the corporeal experiences within myself 

and not necessarily visible on my body. The strong sounds from the dancers, on the 

contrary, represent the experience from outside my body. Their gradual blending with 

my breathing emphasizes the interaction between the inner and the outer through the 

repetitive structure of dance and emotion. 

7.2 Five stages of the emotional process 

In the following sections, I will analyse the five stages of the emotional process in 

chronological order through the video image Moving Bodies. The first three stages are 

interlinked without any separation, as the two last ones are well defined. As I have created 

the video image myself, I will not make a critical analysis of the interpretation of the 

emotional process regarding practical decisions. Instead, I will explain the impact I want to 

achieve by Moving Bodies in connection with the theories and methods that I have chosen to 

use, and evaluate the result based on those decisions. 
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7.2.1 Dynamic body 
Preview: When I come to the show there is already a long cue of people waiting to get 

inside. I take a position at the end of the cue. Despite the crowd, I feel a little alone, as I had 

planned to come with my husband and daughter, who right before the show were prevented 

from attending because of our daughter’s sickness. When I finally come into the spacious 

hall, there are just a few seats left. I choose one in the front row. As the show begins, 

darkness surrounds the audience, as it surrounds the dancers on the stage. My breath is 

suddenly disturbed by a brief noise and a glare of light. 

 

The spectator in the video image looks concentrated at the viewer, which gives the 

impression that she is looking at something that is not visible to us and could be related to 

the brief disruptions of the image. So even though the short snatches are not even 

distinguishable, I state according to Rancière, that the video image is already in this stage 

capable of transforming one expression into another by referring to the invisible “other”. As a 

result, Moving Bodies is instinctively divided into two parts: the visible image of the 

spectator, and the invisible images of the performance that we, however, do not know about 

at this stage of the video image. 

By looking at Ekman’s emotional model, the brief disruptions that the spectator in 

Moving Bodies is exposed to, correspond to the first stage of the emotional behaviour that 

he calls “autoappraisers”. According to that stage, the spectator constantly observes her 

environment to check if there could possibly be something that will affect her emotions. 

Without having control of the situation or being aware of what is happening, Ekman says 

“autoappraisers” start automatically in less than a second. He emphasizes this feature of the 

human being is inherent and developed through evolution to enable us to sense threats in 

our environment and has been vital for our survival. As we can adapt to different emotions, 

he concludes that “autoappraisers” are activated through many mechanical systems in our 
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brain. Despite this, he assumes that thought does not become involved in this step, as it 

would slow down the reaction of this process and not be effectual enough.107  

The “autoappraisers” resemble in many ways Sheets-Johnstone’s theory that we feel 

ourselves moved to move as they both state that the reactions of the body happen 

automatically. As Ekman writes about the intrinsic feature of the human being to be awake to 

its environment, Sheets-Johnstone uses the terms “responsivity” and “affect attunement” 

that affect the dynamic of movement, which is both “bodily-felt” and “bodily-observable”.108 In 

spite of this similarity, their views differ on whether these reactions are caused by body 

movement or brain activity. Even though Ekman is loyal to his metaphor of likening the mind 

to a computer, he admits that the briefness of “autoappraisers” has proved difficult to 

investigate much further.109 As McCormack (2008) defines affect as “a kind of vague yet 

intense atmosphere” that comes before feeling and emotion,110 I conclude this disagreement 

between Sheets-Johnstone and Ekman reflects the aforementioned disagreements among 

theorists whether affect is caused by body movements or by our senses through the mind. 

As my purpose in this thesis is not to investigate the origin of movement or emotion, but 

rather, how they are felt through the body, I will instead focus on the way we become 

affected through our senses. 

Ekman states that enjoyable emotions, as I have presumed that the spectator of dance 

is experiencing, can be perceived through five “sensory pleasures”: “visual, tactile, olfactory, 

auditory and gustatory pleasures”. Although many theorists group them together into one 

emotion because of their interconnection, he supposes that each of them represents its own 

emotion. However, he does not much further describe how they affect us and refers to other 

theories and sources concerning this issue.111  

To investigate how the sensory pleasure of seeing affects the spectator in this first 

stage of the emotional process, i.e., how the movement can be transferred from the dancers 

to the spectator through seeing, it is interesting to view Kozel’s (2007) description of how 

embodiment affects our experience through our senses. In her phenomenological studies of 

the interrelationship between dancers and technology, she makes it clear that the gaps 

between our bodies are a precondition for communication.112 It is therefore necessary to 

realize the dynamic of reversibility to be able to understand how computational environments 

are able to affect the dancers.113 Through our embodied experience, the gaps between our 

bodies are more important than their material in our communication with the world.114 In the 
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same way we sense others, whether they are bodies, animals, or things; we also have the 

capacity to sense how they sense us back.115 By citing Merleau-Ponty, Kozel uses the act of 

seeing to describe this dynamic of reversibility. At the same time we look at objects they look 

back at us, and therefore we become both subject and object through the act of seeing.116 

According to Kozel, the spectator is therefore set out as an object for the dancers and vice 

versa as she watches the performance. Even though the performance in the video is not 

visible at this stage, I argue that the spectator is nevertheless represented as an object to 

the viewer of the video. 

By comparing seeing with the act of touching, Kozel says that Merleau-Ponty makes 

clear that apart from the possibility we could be either active by touching objects around us 

or passive by being touched by them, there is also the reversal dynamic of a touching of the 

touch. Instead of limiting this interaction to the dynamic reversibility of “seeing-seen” and 

“touching-touch[ed]”, Kozel expands Merleau-Ponty’s theory to the act of dancing by 

“dancing-danced”. As dancers dance, Kozel states that the dancers are danced by the 

energy that puts them in motion.117 By actively controlling their body mentally, dancers 

simultaneously let themselves be passively moved by the dance that is controlled by 

movements of their own bodies through space. As “the dance dances through the dancer”, 

the dynamic of reversibility creates instability of the dancers’ movements. As a result, the 

dance creates tension between equilibrium and disequilibrium in its form of art. Therefore 

the dancers constantly need to counteract their loss of balance. The same lack of stability 

applies to touching-touched and seeing-seen, which is also part of the dancers’ perception. 

Through this subjective-objective experience, this interrelationship between equilibrium and 

disequilibrium can destabilize the dancer’s identity through the feeling of releasing of her 

boundaries, which Kozel states is the essence of creativity.118  

Even though Kozel’s theory of the dynamic of reversibility letting the dance dance 

through the dancers could be likened to Sheets-Johnstone theory of how the self-movement 

of the dance affects the movements of the dancers, their theories disagree on what impact 

the dance has on dancers and the spectator. As Sheets-Johnstone delimits the effect of self-

movement of the dance to the dancers’ movements, which the spectator understands 

through her emotions, Kozel argues, by being inspired by Merleau-Ponty, that we become 

affected by other bodies by the dynamic reversibility through our senses, which crosses all 

bodies and things.119 
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Because of the dancers’ absence in this stage of Moving Bodies, I note that the 

dynamic reversibility of seeing-seen experience through the video image is different from the 

multiple dynamic that is present in the theatre between the dancers, the audience and the 

technology. I also find the touching-touched experience that I got from the dance hall at the 

performance totally indistinguishable in the brief video shots. Although my breathing 

connects me to the corporeal experience that I got when the darkness enveloped the theatre 

at the beginning of the performance, it is not capable of delivering the experience that I got 

from the scene and other spectators. Even though the disruptions are just intended to 

interpret the first moment of the spectator’s experience, the video image takes my 

experience out of its context, as McCormack pays attention to what can be problematic 

regarding systems of movement by citing Cresswell. 

According to Sheets-Johnstone’s argument that machines do not have emotions, it is 

worth noting that through her phenomenological research, Kozel states that when the 

mechanism of computers is unsteady in a motion-capture environment, it can open up for 

intimacy by causing insecurity through the interaction between themselves and the motion-

capture system.120 Through the unstableness, the mechanical function can consequently be 

seen as a metaphor for human bodies.121 As the coherent image of myself begins to crack 

by the brief disruptions, it will in this way simultaneously open for new experience through 

my body. Nicola Dibben (2009) describes how the Icelandic musician Björk has created 

intimacy with the listener through disruptions of sounds. Instead of the general trend of 

making the technology resemble reality by making it invisible, she says that Björk, on the 

contrary, has made technology visible. By recording her voice close to the microphone, the 

listener is able to get the feeling of being close to the sound source.122 As the disruptions of 

the visual flares in Moving Bodies also have sounds like something malfunctioning, I assume 

according to Dibben, that in addition to the dynamic reversibility of seeing-seen, the sense of 

hearing-heard can also be involved with the dynamic in the video image. In the same way 

Kozel states dancing-danced creates a subjective-objective experience through the tension 

between equilibrium and disequilibrium, I conclude that a similar tension can be created 

through an interconnection between seeing-seen and hearing-heard, which can destabilize 

the continuity of the video image. 

As a result, I state that the briefness of the disruptions could be referred to Sheets-

Johnstone’s theory of movement as the prime motivator of living beings. Even though the 

video image is pre-programmed and should therefore not be comparable to a living being, as 

Sheets-Johnstone notes in her theory, I argue that the brief shots can however create similar 
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responses by the viewers of the video. Even though I find the first stage of the emotional 

process, corresponding to “autoappraisers” in Ekman’s emotional behaviour model, is better 

qualified than the other stages to resonate with Sheets-Johnstone’s theory of emotions as 

“prime motivators” of living beings,123 I find the congruency between the dance and emotion 

rather invisible in Moving Bodies, as the disruptions can in fact be whatsoever my body 

observes, as the dancers are still invisible at this stage. Similar to how Ekman makes clear 

that we constantly observe our environment in “autoappraisers”, the disruptions do not seem 

to have great impact on the spectator’s body. For the same reason, I conclude that this 

stage does not give the spectator an opportunity to react differently from other bodies. As 

Ekman assumes the spectator becomes automatically active through many mechanical 

systems in our brain, I assume these systems operate in a rather similar way in our bodies. 

This conclusion is identical to Albright’s (1997) aforementioned critique of Sheets-

Johnstone’s theory by restricting dance to homogeneous corporeal experience instead of 

assuming various experiences through the body. 

 

 

7.2.2 Learning body 
Preview: I look at an illuminated male body that forms a shadow by a strong spotlight coming 

from above. I wonder if the strong suctions, seeming to follow his hand movements 

mechanically as he with seeming difficulty tries to move his hand from his head, are actually 

coming from his mouth or being played by a CD-player. Having a feeling that this part of the 

performance would make a difference for what would happen later in the show, my thoughts 

blend together with the dancing bodies and the seemingly self-moving scene. 

 

As the disruptions gradually begin to form a male body, the second sequence of 

Moving Bodies represents how the spectator’s body starts to interact with the performance. 

The dual division that was suggested in the first sequence now becomes more apparent; the 
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image of myself represents my physical body, and the images of the dance performance 

represent the corporeal affects that my body experiences. 

By comparing this sequence with the second episode of the emotional behaviour, 

which Ekman calls “reflective appraising”, the various bodies and movements introduced in 

the video image in this stage may correspond to how we consciously become aware of an 

emotional situation that we nevertheless do not quite understand.124 As such, Ekman notes 

that emotions can also start at “reflective appraising” as we cope with vague situations that 

are not already tuned by the mechanism of the previous stage “autoappraisers”.125 Ekman 

makes clear that we cannot choose how our body reacts to the imminent emotion as those 

actions happen automatically through our nervous system.126 The automatic function can 

save us from difficulties by not having to spend time on thinking about how we should 

respond.127 Besides our responses largely depend on cultural and personal learning through 

our own lives Ekman claims that they are not less based on biological innate factors. By 

citing Charles Darwin, he argues that as our brain has developed through natural selection, 

those actions have been adjusted to our survival through the ages.128  

On the basis of Sheets-Johnstone's theory that watching dance is not related to brain 

activities through the audience’s “intuitive” understanding,129 she does not expect the 

spectator’s experience to be dependent upon cultural and personal learning, as Ekman 

depends on in his model of emotional behaviour. I therefore conclude that this stage is not 

relevant to her understanding of how the spectator experiences the dance. But even though 

Ekman says the spectator consciously becomes aware of the emotional situation in this 

stage, he points out that she is unable to make an independent decision, as her learning is 

dependent on her body's automatic responses. In this way Ekman and Sheets-Johnstone 

agree on the automaticity of this experience, even though they disagree on how this 

automaticity arises. As I do not attempt to analyse my personal interpretation of the 

performance, but rather to reveal how the structure of the process itself is able to affect the 

spectator’s body, the video image does not include the effect of my previous cultural and 

personal learning, which Ekman claims controls our responses in this stage. 

As Sheets-Johnstone emphasizes the dynamic congruency between dance and 

emotion as being corporeally felt through the whole body, she emphasizes that the dancers 

remember the dance kinaesthetically, i.e., through their bodies, which is not related to a 

“cognitive mechanism”.130 Through the interaction of the dancers’ kinaesthetic memory and 

self-movement of the dance, she claims the dancers are provided with dynamic and 
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consciousness that result in greater quality of the movements. By defining the corporeal 

experience of movement through the source of “force, time and space”, Sheets-Johnstone 

adjusts these sources of dance into four parts: “Tensional quality” represents the force that 

describes “the felt intensity of a movement”; “Projectional quality” includes the characteristics 

of movement through time that can be expressed by “abrupt, sustained, ballistic, and 

collapsing” movements; “Linear quality” stands for vertical movements of space; and, “Areal 

quality” is evaluated through “areal design” and “areal patterns” through the horizontal 

space.131 As dancers experience the “total qualitatively felt dynamic” of their dancing through 

their kinaesthetic experience, a more detailed division of each quality can provide 

information of how this dynamic is created.132  

Sheets-Johnstone states that as emotions possess the same dynamic qualities as 

movement, they can be analysed through their “bodily-felt and bodily-observable sense” in 

the same manner as the qualities of movement. As “manifestations of feelings”, she claims 

that emotions are created by “affective dynamics” through their “ whole-body affective 

experience”. By referring to Stern, she concludes that “affects, like movement, are whole-

body spatio-temporal-energic phenomena”, which “have distinct spatial contours, intensities, 

and temporalities”.133 Instead of distinguishing between affect and emotion, as McCormack 

does by placing affect before feeling and emotion, Sheets-Johnstone seems to assume that 

affect is equivalent to emotion through their whole-bodily sense. I find her understanding 

confirms my aforementioned argument that the first stage of the emotional process of dance 

is better qualified than the other stages to resonate with Sheets-Johnstone’s theory of 

emotions as the primary force of life. 

Opposite to the experience of dancing, Sheets-Johnstone excludes all brain activities 

when the audience emotionally experiences dance. By not seeing any story through the 

dance, the audience constantly needs to unfold the kinaesthetic experience and memory of 

the dancers. As the audience understands the dance “kinetically and affectively” by their 

emotions whereas the dancers do not feel any emotions, the dancers’ and the audience’s 

experience are kinaesthetically “different in a felt bodily sense”.134 By not relating the 

emotional experience of watching dance with the kinaesthetic memory of dancing, I argue 

that Sheets-Johnstone does not follow the same logic in her theory regarding the dynamic 

congruency between the qualities of movement and emotion. 

The video image Moving Bodies visualizes how my whole body becomes affected by 

watching the dance performance as shots of a male body start repetitively blending 

transparently with the image of my own body. As more shots are gradually added, the video 
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image indicates how the spectator becomes informed step by step of the dance performance 

in the same way as Sheets-Johnstone states that the dancers gradually learn to dance by 

repetition of their movements. As the effects of the interactive scene are dependent on the 

dancers’ movements, I will use Sheets-Johnstone definition of qualities to explore how the 

dancers’ movements affect the interactive scene according to their qualities. I will analyse 

the first four shots in Moving Bodies as they appear in chronological order. 

The first shot represents a male dancer who moves his body by rapidly swinging his 

upper chest up and down in vertical movements. As the dancer is illuminated in a strong 

spotlight on the stage, his movements cast a shadow of his body that is, however, not 

interactive. I argue that his movements represent “Linear quality”, through their “body-in-

movement dynamics”, according to Sheets-Johnstone, which do not seem to me to have 

much effect on the stage.135 In the second shot, a female dancer steps lightly around the 

stage, swinging the upper part of her body and arms in circular horizontal movements. Every 

time she touches the stage, a spider web is created, and as it grows bigger, it finally covers 

the stage. Through its “spatial” design I claim this shot represents “Areal quality”. The third 

shot consists of all four dancers, who concurrently walk heavily with big steps followed by a 

kicking, and then simultaneously lean their bodies backwards before they let themselves fall 

ahead by exaggerated movements. Through the “intensity” of these movements, I define 

them as “Tensional quality” in Sheets-Johnstone’s meaning. Even though I expect that 

movements of tensional quality can be used actively when using a motion-capture system, I 

find that they do not have great impact in Living Room. In the fourth shot, a male dancer 

runs fast and lets himself fall on the stage, simultaneously as a black spot emerges on the 

stage. Sheets-Johnstone classifies this “collapsing” movement as “Projectional quality”.136 Of 

these four shots, I conclude through the function of the interactive stage in Living Room that 

movements of areal and projectional quality have the greatest effect on the interactive stage. 

Although Sheets-Johnstone’s definition of qualities can be used to understand how the 

dancers’ movements affect the interactive stage, I argue that her definition of qualities 

through their “observable parameters” does not cover how the dancers experience their 

dancing through these qualities.137 As Sheets-Johnstone argues that the interaction between 

dancers’ kinaesthetic memory and self-movement of the dance provides the dancers with 

dynamic and consciousness, her theory does not involve whether and how a motion-capture 

system can affect the kinaesthetic memory of dancers and the spectator of dance. To 

investigate how the interactive environment of Living Room affects dancers, I will observe 
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what kind of conditions it creates for the dancers, and how it affects their corporeal 

experience of dancing. 

Johannes Birringer (2007) describes how a motion-capture system enables real-time 

image transformation by catching each dancer's movements. Technology becomes visible to 

the dancers as it casts moving images on the stage, creating digitalized animators of the 

dancers’ physical bodies.138 In this way the interactive environment in Living Room consists 

of various integrated components: an infra-red video camera, a video projector, an infra-red 

light setting, a mixer, synthesizers, loudspeakers and computer hardware, and software that 

Recoil Performance Group developed. According to choreographer Tarpgaard, however, it is 

mainly the infra-red video camera and the infra-red light setting in combination with the 

software that make the stage sensitive to movement.139 Because the software that is used in 

interactive performances is pre-programmed, Birringer makes it clear that they exist in both 

physical and digital environments. As such, they cannot be evaluated as live in all respects 

as the image transformation is not processed through immediate procedures, but is 

determined by “the interactions between the various signals and media inputs/outputs”.140 As 

interactive performances place dancers as an interface to the motion-capture system, Kozel 

underlines that this interaction cannot be limited to traditional “decision-making mechanisms” 

characterized by the use of DVD and the Internet.141 Even though the interactive 

environment is controlled by pre-programmed software, as Birringer makes clear, Kozel 

claims the fundamental issue for dancers is to learn how the system works through their 

bodies to be able to respond to it, i.e., how to control it and release their control.142 Instead of 

expecting that dancers are only controlled by the self-movement of the dance, as Sheets-

Johnstone assumes, Kozel makes clear that they must always be ready to adjust their 

movements while simultaneously engaged in their dancing.143 Through flow of action, Kozel 

emphasizes that dancing in interactive performances is a “multisensory lived experience” 

affecting the whole body, inside and out.144 By repetition of the same movement patterns, 

dancers gradually become familiar with how the system reacts and how to respond to it.145 
This dynamic is visualized in this stage of the video image by various layers that 

repeat, apparently without cause and effect, and transparently intertwine with each other and 

my own image. I argue as the dynamic reversibility of our senses becomes more 

complicated in this stage, my body becomes activated through a chain-reaction of senses, 

interrelating with each other. My experience through seeing-seen and hearing-heard is 
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thereby activated by the dancers’ experience, which consists of dancing-danced, seeing-

seen and touching-touched, even though the video image is presented through a flat screen. 

In affectivity studies, McCormack (2008) uses the term “feeling” to describe “that 

atmosphere felt in a body” between affect and emotion, i.e., before the emotion is intensity 

felt.146  

Similar to how Kozel argues that dancers learn to dance with technology through the 

corporeal experience of their bodies, the transparency of Moving Bodies visualizes how the 

spectator is moved by the performance from the inside through her kinaesthetic memory 

even though she does not move her body. Instead of assuming that the spectator in Moving 

Bodies understands dance through her emotions that are not related to brain activity, as 

Sheets-Johnstone’s theory is based on, the video image visualizes how the spectator 

gradually learns the structure of the choreography by repetition, which becomes a part of the 

emotional process. By emphasizing the importance of the mind, the video image focuses on 

the head of the dancer in the beginning of the sequence, which switches to the image of my 

own head in the end of this stage. In this way it visualizes the pathway of movement that this 

stage represents, i.e., from the dancers’ kinaesthetic memory to my own kinaesthetic 

memory. This, however, does not refer to the origin of the emotion, but rather clarifies the 

essence of brain activities in this stage. Similar to how the dancers in Living Room learned 

their choreography through repetition of the same movement patterns, the emotional 

process of the audience member is represented by sequences creating a pattern of images, 

rhythms and sounds. 

Without being able to control the interactive system, Kozel says the dancers’ minds 

have to switch between consciousness and unconsciousness to be capable of “reacting and 

responding through the senses in real time”.147 As dancers need to control a series of events 

in relation to the predefined choreography, they additionally must be prepared for the 

interrelationship between technology and bodies that offers unexpected moments, which do 

not always synchronize with their own ideas and expectations.148 Instead of limiting the 

spaces that dancers move through in interactive environments to the physical and the digital, 

as Birringer advocates, Kozel claims these spaces are four, through the blend of the 

dancers' conscious and unconscious states.149 Instead of the quality of dance being ensured 

by the dancers’ focal attentiveness, as Sheets-Johnstone remarks, I argue according to 

Kozel’s theory that a blend of conscious and unconscious states is necessary for dancers to 

have the skills required to dance in interactive environments.   
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Even though Ekman says we consciously become aware of our emotional situation in 

“reflective appraising”, he makes clear that we become totally controlled by our emotional 

state and therefore do not have any possibility of controlling the situation, as Kozel states is 

essential in dancing with technology. In this way “reflective appraising” in Ekman’s 

emotional behaviour model resembles Kozel’s description of the space of the unconscious 

state, even though she assumes we consciously become aware of the situation that we do 

not though quite understand. 

By turning Ekman’s model of emotional behaviour upon Sheets-Johnstone’s theory of 

how dancers are affected by a combination of their kinaesthetic memory and self-movement 

of the dance, it might be assumed that the self-movement and the kinaesthetic memory 

become unified in an automatic process, through which dancers would not be able to decide 

which dance would be danced. Although the dancers must initially have learned the 

choreography, they are automatically controlled by the knowledge they have got through 

their own learning, just as Ekman assumes our emotional responses are developed through 

cultural and individual learning as well as natural selection. However, I do not find his 

explanations sufficient to describe how the learning process becomes a part of his emotional 

behaviour model. Instead of expecting that the second stage of the emotional process will 

automatically lead the spectator up to the next one, I propose a less chronological scenario, 

through which she gets the opportunity to learn how to react through a dynamic interaction 

between her conscious and unconscious states of mind, in line with Kozel’s theory of how 

dancers in interactive environments learn their choreography. In this way, the third stage of 

the process will first be carried out when the two first stages of the emotional process are 

adequately learned. 

The four spaces, which Kozel says dancers are a part of in the interactive 

environment, are already present in this stage of Moving Bodies. The interaction between 

the conscious and unconscious states of my mind is visualized through the exchange 

between opaque and transparent images of my body, which can simultaneously be referred 

to as my physical body versus the digitally transformed body. Opposite to Ekman’s model, 

which does not assume that we keep control over ourselves as we become emotional, I find 

the spectator of dance having good control of the situation in the video image. As the dance 

shots are constantly repeated again and again, gradually creating regular patterns, I argue 

that Moving Bodies indicates quite well how the spectator of dance learns the choreography 

by repetition of her own emotions, in the same way dancers learn the structural form of the 

dance’s choreography by the repetition of their own movements. As the spectator gets more 

and more involved in the emotional process through her corporeal experience, the rhythm is 

increased along with more complicated patterns, which gradually leads to the next stage of 

the emotional process. 
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7.2.3 Creative body 
Preview: As the dancers become more and more engaged in their dance, I find their bodies 

gradually become mixed together with the animation of the scene. Although the dancers 

seem to be fighting their own battle between themselves in the dance, their fates appear to 

depend on the interactive scene, which they are controversially controlling themselves 

through their own movements. Overwhelmed by the dancers’ fear and anger, my breathing 

speeds up, making me dizzy for a while. My thoughts wander home to my sick daughter… 

 

In this stage of the video image the images of the dancing bodies multiply and are 

reduced into small units of rectangles in a digitalized way creating various rhythms and 

patterns that gradually cover my face. As these patterns dissolve, their structural forms 

become chaotic and overtake my facial image simultaneously as disordered noise from the 

dance performance dominates my breathing sound. 

This stage of the emotional process corresponds to the “refractory state” in Ekman’s 

emotional behaviour model, in which he claims that the emotion overtakes our consideration 

of the previous stage by preventing us from having access to relevant information. Without 

having control of the situation, our body responds automatically by affecting our nervous 

system that regulates “our heart rate, breathing, sweating, and many other bodily changes, 

preparing us for different actions.”150 As these emotional reactions result in signals through 

our “face, voice, and bodily posture”, they can tell others how we are feeling.151 When 

“refractory state” lasts from one second or two, Ekman claims it might do more good than 

harm by giving us a chance to briefly focus on the problem and preparing us for action. It 

can however cause problems when “refractory state” lasts minutes or even hours by causing 

irrelevant emotional behaviour.152 As Ekman notes our body does not react visually to the 

first two stages in his emotional behaviour model; our reaction in “refractory state” is largely 

connected to how the emotion becomes visible through our bodily reactions. In Moving 
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Bodies my visual expression is, however, kept unchanged, as I assume it will better 

distinguish the video image’s capability of delivering the corporeal experience through video 

effects. 

By citing Silvan Tomkins, Ekman describes how “affect programs”, which is a phrase 

borrowed from Tomkins, control our emotional behaviour through our brain.153 Through 

evolution, Ekman argues that predefined involuntary responses have been formed in our 

brain that can be “influenced but not totally constructed by experience”.154 As soon as our 

body has reacted to a new experience, this newly acquired response is stored in our brain 

and becomes a part of our affect program. The affect programs in this way control our 

involuntary responses through behaviour patterns. The earlier and the more often we have 

repeated these behaviour patterns, the harder it will be for us to change our responses.155 

Additionally, Ekman emphasizes that many emotions most often become involved through 

emotional behaviour, as they internally affect each other by creating “affect-about-effect”. 

Through repetition, the affect program creates behaviour patterns that control our involuntary 

responses through its automaticity. Once an affect program has started, it runs on without 

being able to stop it. In this way, Ekman presumes that emotions are exposed to cross 

effects by overlapping each other that can change and modify them as well as create a basis 

for others. Nevertheless, it seems Ekman relies on chronological order in his model by 

emphasizing that it cannot be interrupted once it has started and runs on until the process is 

finished.156 

As Ekman claims our emotions involuntarily flow forth on their own, he assumes that 

our body has already acquired knowledge by cultural and individual learning. By comparing 

this stage with dance, I likewise suspect that the dancers in Living Room have already 

learned the choreography; their skill will take over through their performativity. Opposite to 

Ekman, who asserts the emotional behaviour happens to us involuntarily, Sheets-Johnstone 

defines movements of dance as voluntary. As dance flows forth through its self-movement, 

dancers focally attend to their dancing through the complex patterns of the choreography. By 

“being dynamically engendered” in their dancing, she claims the dancers’ interest ensures 

that patterns of the dance consist of voluntary movements.157 On the contrary, she defines 

habitual movements, such as brushing the teeth, as involuntary as we force those actions 

through countless repetitions until their dynamics are minimized, and we become unaware of 

them. Followed by M. Jeannerod, Sheets-Johnstone makes it clear, however, that we can 

always bring these movements to consciousness by turning our attention to them.158 I notice 
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that Sheets-Johnstone and Ekman use the term “involuntary” differently in their theories, as 

we always can become aware of habitual movements according to Sheets-Johnstone, unlike 

our emotional responses in Ekman’s model that are prewritten into our body even though we 

consciously become aware of the situation. I consequently argue that as everyday 

movements involuntarily flow forth without our attention, their unconscious state is caused by 

lack of interest, instead of being related to emotions that Ekman stresses unconsciously flow 

forth without being able to control. 

Despite emphasizing the dynamic congruency between movement and emotion, 

Sheets-Johnstone argues that as dancers are “fully and wholly” engaged with their 

movements, they are “unmoved affectively” in their dancing. Therefore, dancers are neither 

moved by their emotions as they dance, nor do emotions emerge through their movements, 

because dancers are “not moving through a form”, but rather “the form is moving through” 

them.159 By comparing this view to Kozel’s phenomenological studies of dancing in 

interactive environments, she stresses that the animated figures traced from the dancers’ 

own physical bodies through movements can arouse emotional reactions by dancers. Even 

though these animations do not have any human appearance and can be modified in 

various ways, Kozel says dancers can both perceive those animators as an extension of 

their own body as well as individuals separated from themselves.160 Consequently, she 

assumes that dancers in interactive environments are able to respond to their digital 

animators by the same emotional reactions as they are used to experiencing in 

communication with other people.161 By becoming “aware of being the seen to the seeing” 

through the surveillance system created by the camera and the software, the dancers can 

feel their bodies constantly observed.162 Simultaneously, dancers longings to understand the 

reactions of the interactive system can easily be transformed into an obsession of controlling 

the animator’s movements, which are often related to pain.163 In spite of the motion-capture 

system being pre-programmed, as Birringer notes, it seems nevertheless capable of having 

unforeseen effects on dancers’ feelings through its interactive function. 

By relating the experience of dancing with emotions, Kozel disagrees with Sheets-

Johnstone’s theory that dancers do not experience emotions through their dancing. Similar 

to how the motion-capture system can have unforeseen effects on dancers’ feelings, as I 

have argued from Kozel’s theory, the emotional process seems to acquire a life of its own 

through the spectator’s emotional experience. As the multiplied images of the dancing 

bodies seem at first to be assembled by the spectator’s own creation through various 
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patterns and rhythms, these forms gradually dissolve little by little as the images become 

bigger and blend with each other until they appear to be overtaking my facial face. At the 

same time as the sounds from the dancers get stronger, my breath-sound becomes almost 

undetectable. I find the continuous transformability of the patterns in line with Kozel’s 

description of the multiplied effect by dancing with technology and how the dynamic 

reversibility of our senses involves continuous transformability by not being determined by 

cause and effect. Although I am not aware of having experienced the same patterns through 

my emotions when watching the performance in the dance hall, I find they can represent my 

own longings and imagination of understanding the reactions of the interactive system. My 

own expressions have in this way become transformed into another expression through the 

video technology. 

As the images of the dancing bodies increasingly overlap each other, which leads to 

intensified tension between their movements, it may be assumed, according to the Sheets-

Johnstone’s theory of qualities, that the dance would achieve more quality through its 

“observable parameters”.164 By defining the qualities of dance through the source of force, 

time and space, as I have outlined in the second stage of the emotional process, I argue that 

Sheets-Johnstone limits the quality of dance to a measurable scale that does not have to be 

experienced as qualitative by the spectator. Even though dancers in Living Room might 

experience their movements more qualitatively through their body as they put more force 

into their dancing, the speed is accelerated, or linear and horizontal movements are 

augmented, I doubt this diagnosis can be used in the same way to estimate the quality of 

dance for the spectator.  

To investigate how the emotional experience of watching dance can achieve quality, I 

will explore how performativity can bring quality to ritualized practices by Rostas’s theory 

(1998), where she emphasizes equilibrium between ritualization and performativity. By 

defining ritualization as habitual action that is “done with half one’s attention on it” and can 

empty its “conscious intention” of meaning, she emphasizes the need of regarding ritualized 

action in view of quality in relation to performances. As performances need to exceed 

conventional practices to become interesting for the audience to watch, performers have to 

learn the embodied practices they are going to perform. By being able to repeat those 

practices without thinking, they can put something extra into their acts, which can bring 

quality to them. In this way, performances can be measured by the effort that is set in motion 

by the performers and is essentially creative.165 

By comparing Rostas’ definition of ritualization with Sheets-Johnstone’s description of 

everyday movements, I argue that through its unconscious intention of meaning, ritualization 
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can be defined as involuntary in Sheets-Johnstone’s understanding through its unconscious 

state. As Rostas emphasizes that ritualistic practices are able to achieve quality when they 

are brought into the spotlight through performativity, I consequently assume, according to 

Sheets-Johnstone, that becoming focally attentive turns them into voluntary movements. In 

this view, the focal attention that Sheets-Johnstone delimits to dancers’ own experience also 

becomes connected to others' attention through the dancers’ performativity. 

In presenting two Mexican dance styles, Concheros and Mexica, that are both danced 

in a group, Rostas investigates how ritualization and performativity affects the quality of 

these dances. Through equilibrium between ritualization and performativity, she concludes 

that the Concheros dance can be regarded as successful through its “union” and 

“conformity”.166 As dancers are occupied with experiencing the dance through their body, 

they do not pay attention to how the audience experiences the dance.167 On the contrary, the 

Mexican dance is more about the “show” that does not includes creating union, as the 

dancers primarily focus on their performing, where each dancer tries to stick out by 

exaggerated movements. By emphasizing the importance of balance through dancing, 

Rostas' assessment is that by “pushing the physical body to its limits” the Mexica’s dance 

“seems to bring out the worst” in the dancers.168 

By addressing that neither ritualization nor performativity alone can provide union and 

conformity in dance, nor when one dominates the other, Rostas demonstrates that a 

combination of the two in equal scale is necessary to ensure quality. Instead of limiting the 

qualitative experience of dance to voluntary movements, as Sheets-Johnstone advocates, I 

argue in the same way that Rostas claims that the Concheros dance achieves quality 

through equilibrium between ritualization and performativity; equilibrium between voluntary 

and involuntary movements is necessary to ensure quality in dance. As I have concluded 

from Kozel’s theory that dancing in interactive environments requires a combination of the 

spaces of the conscious and unconscious mind, I claim this equilibrium is dependent on 

these two spaces.  

As the motion-capture system can have the effect that dancers feel themselves 

constantly observed by digitalized animation according to Kozel, I argue that in the same 

way Rostas makes it clear that performativity can bring quality to ritualized movements, the 

emotions that dancers experience in interactive environments can bring quality to dance. 

Although Kozel emphasizes the emotional responses created by the surveillance system are 

often related to pain, she points out, citing Emmanuel Levinas, that these feelings can 

involve both enjoyable and destructive emotions.169 Consequently I expect that both 
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enjoyable and destructive emotions can bring quality to dancers’ movements by putting them 

in the spotlight, even when dancers are not performing for audiences. Similarly to how 

Rostas emphasizes that the performativity in Mexica’s dance brings out the worst in the 

dancers by pushing their physical bodies to their limits, I suggest that when dancers become 

too emotional in their interaction with their animators, a comparable unbalance can emerge 

as in the Mexica’s dance that decreases the dance’s quality. 

Unlike Ekman, who argues that we do not have any control over the automatic process 

of the emotional behaviour, Rostas emphasizes the dancers' motivation is required to ensure 

the quality of the dance as they let “their bodies flow with the dance”.170. Instead of 

presuming that all emotions happen to us automatically, as Ekman states, I consequently 

argue that in the same way dance is able to attain quality through voluntary and involuntary 

movements, emotions can achieve quality through the equilibrium between voluntary and 

involuntary reactions through a combination of the spectator’s conscious and unconscious 

state of mind. Rather than presuming that the emotions of the spectator of dance need to be 

either enjoyable or destructive, I conclude by Rostas’ theory that equilibrium between 

voluntary and involuntary emotions is necessary for the emotional process to achieve 

quality; thereof the spectator’s motivation is essential. 

In the same manner as Rostas claims dance can achieve quality through its 

performativity, I claim the various patterns that are represented in this stage of the video 

image can indicate qualitative emotions through their observable effects of creativity. As the 

lens is gradually zoomed in on my mouth, and the viewer of the video image loses eye 

contact with my image, this can be a sign that the spectator has consciously released control 

over her body and voluntarily disappeared into a dreamlike state. Nevertheless, as the 

dancing bodies become more dominant together with their sounds and effects that seem to 

happen automatically as row of reactions, I find Moving Bodies not able to distinguish 

between the spectator’s conscious and unconscious state in this stage. The unforeseen 

patterns and accelerated speed can thus denote that involuntary emotions become more 

dominant than voluntary emotions. As the images of the moving bodies gradually dissolve 

until they disappear together with my own image, the spectator can through her 

unconsciousness have lost control over the situation. Since I nevertheless presume that the 

emotional experience of watching dance is enjoyable, I suggest that an automatic function 

similar to the video technology also exists in the body. Accordingly, the equilibrium between 

voluntary and involuntary emotions can result in an automatic function through the 

spectator’s body, which is nevertheless driven by her own stimulation that enables the 

creativity of her mind. 
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7.2.4 Transcended body 
Preview: All of a sudden, I am looking straight into the eyes of one of the male dancers, who 

has rushed from the stage and stands now right in front of me. Holding my breath like in a 

coma, I observe the sweat dripping from his forehead as his body pumps like a machine. 

Despite the space between us probably not being more than two feet, our gazes remain 

distant as our bodies are not really present. When I finally take a deep breath I notice that he 

is already gone, as the image of his face has been stuck in my mind. 

 

As the screen becomes white with absolute silence, the continuous repetition of the 

dancing bodies’ images and their loud sounds of the previous sequence have suddenly been 

suppressed. In his model of emotional behaviour, Ekman expects the emotional behaviour 

ends by a recovery time, of which it takes ten to fifteen seconds for strong emotion to 

subside. Although he mentions it is not possible to make that time shorter, Ekman does not 

explain what happens in the recovery time and concludes by remarking that this process 

needs to be investigated further.171  

As Ekman presumes that our emotional behaviour can be controlled through various 

mechanisms of our body, he does not suspect a specific distinction between destructive and 

enjoyable emotions regarding his model of emotional behaviour. Among the sixteen various 

enjoyable emotions that he mentions in his book, he claims that “ecstasy or bliss” gives 

people the opportunity to experience an extreme pleasure or a kind of “state of self-

transcendent rapture”. As the character of this experience is very intense, it cannot be 

experienced partially or in small quantities. Apart from saying that this emotion can be 

achieved through “meditation”, “experiences in nature” and “a sexual experience”, Ekman 

does not describe how it differs from other emotions.172 As Ekman’s model of emotional 

behaviour does not assume a phase comparable to the fourth stage of the emotional 

process of the spectator, I will look for other sources to substantiate my idea of creating this 

sudden break in the video image as a part of the emotional process of the spectator.  

Through the congruency between emotion and movement in Sheets-Johnstone’s 

theory, I will investigate this fourth stage from the perspective of the 5 Rhythms dance form 

developed by Roth (1999, 1998). As a form of meditation, the participants of the 5 Rhythms 

dance move themselves freely through five different rhythms that each has its own 

character. By paying attention to the inner dance of the participants, Roth compares the 

dance form to an emotional process by relating each rhythm to a particular emotion.173 As I 

have assumed that the spectator of dance has already experienced three different stages of 

her emotional experience when she reaches this stage, Roth presumes in the same way that 
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participants in the 5 Rhythms dance have danced through three different rhythms before 

they can enter a trance related to the ecstasy state. Unlike other rhythms, she claims the 

trance state is the most complicated rhythm of the dance form that rarely happens alone. As 

an enjoyable experience, Roth connects this rhythm to the air through its “process of 

delightenment”.174 Instead of letting the emotional process of dance subside at this point, as 

Ekman assumes in his emotional behaviour model, I intend to let this stage represent the 

maximum of the spectator’s experience similar to the trance state in the 5 Rhythms dance.  

Interestingly, Roth does not delimit the previous stages of the 5 Rhythms dance to 

enjoyable emotions and says the trance state can free participants of their mental burden, 

such as fear.175 Similarly to how Rostas stresses the necessity of letting the body flow in the 

Concheros dance, Roth emphasizes the requirement for participants of motivation for not 

becoming stuck inside their “emotional baggage, the mental barriers”.176 Accordingly, I find 

that Roth’s assertion supports my argument in “Creative body”, followed by Rostas’ theory, 

that whether emotional experience becomes enjoyable or destructive for the spectator is 

rather a matter of the process itself than of being defined by the distinctive emotions 

involved. 

By comparing the trance state of the 5 Rhythms dance with Rostas’ theory (1998), that 

the quality of dance is reached through equilibrium between ritualization and performativity, 

Rostas pays attention to when the Concheros dancers push themselves to their limits; some 

of them are able to reach a point at which they “can begin to transcend to another state of 

consciousness”. Instead of using the term trance as Roth does in the 5 Rhythms dance, 

Rostas chooses to use the word “transcendence”, as she finds the dancers rather “on the 

way to trance”, instead of being “actually trance itself”. By citing Victor Turner, she describes 

the transcendence state as an individual experience, through which the dancers feel 

themselves unified with the environment.177 Rostas additionally notes that many Concheros 

have told her that dancers “should be unaware of what is going on around” them. To 

become unified with their environment the Concheros dancers therefore focus on their own 

action rather than the environment.178  

So even though they are dancing as a part of a group, Rostas claims that this 

experience is individual and may not be experienced by others in the group.179 This 

conclusion is in line with Roth’s description of the 5 Rhythms dance as an inner dance, 

through which the participants individually need to focus on their inner dance but not on the 
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group.180 Rostas’ theory is interesting in view of Ekman’s theory that a “too-long refractory 

period biases the way we see the world and ourselves”.181 Instead of assuming that we can 

free ourselves of our mental burden, as Roth states the participants in the 5 Rhythms dance 

are capable of, Ekman seems to assume that we undergo the automaticity of emotional 

behaviour without having any control over where it leads us. Consequently, I find Ekman’s 

description in line with the destructive effects that Roth says the participants in the 5 

Rhythms dance are liable to get when they are not motivated for experiencing the dance. 

Consequently, I argue that by not being motivated to experience our emotions, we can in the 

same way, according to Ekman’s theory, become stuck in a cycle that we have no control 

over. 

Instead of representing a mental state, through which the spectator's body and mind 

have become unified with the environment, I must admit that as everything has disappeared 

in the video image, the white screen can indicate that the spectator has become a victim of 

her own emotions, which as a result led to her psychical disorder or physical death. To 

observe how this erasure in the video image can be viewed in relation to technology, Alla 

Gadassik (2010) says that a tendency has dominated the film industry of making technology 

invisible by various computer effects, through which it can be hard to distinguish between 

fiction and reality. As sequences are seamlessly joined together through computer effects, 

we have become fascinated by the idea that our digital body becomes a substitute for our 

subjectivity. But even though we are willing to believe that technology can attain its own life 

through its mechanical self-movement, Gadassik stresses the digital body cannot exist on its 

own.182 As the dancing bodies in Moving Bodies seem to have increasingly dominated the 

image of my own body, their strength disappears as soon as my body dissolves. In this way 

my physical body becomes a precondition for both the existence of emotions and digital 

codes. 

Rather than focusing on the erasure in the interaction between human body and digital 

technology, Kozel chooses to rely on digital insubstantiality through the possibility of 

reappearance. The space left in this way becomes “a space for the invisible” that can 

emerge anytime.183 Kozel says that Merleau-Ponty has imagined the body as a hollow 

space, also having weight through its connectivity, and which Kozel defines as “in-

betweenness”.184 Following Merleau-Ponty’s theory, Kozel claims that by releasing control 

over their bodies, dancers in interactive environments get the opportunity of seeing 

themselves see or touching themselves touch.185 Instead of the emptiness of nothing, I 
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assume, according to Kozel’s theory, that the hollow space of this stage allows for 

something new that is not even visible yet and would perhaps not become visible if it were 

not for the connectivity of the hollow space. The tension from the previous stage can in this 

way bring a dramatic moment of in-betweenness into this stage through the unpredictability 

of what this erasure will lead to. 

To explore further this connectivity created by the hollow space, McCormack (2002) 

uses the 5 Rhythms dance form as a topic to investigate how the expressivity of movements 

is created by rhythms. Instead of assuming the participants in the 5 Rhythms dance become 

affected by repetition of the rhythms, that nevertheless produce the movement, he argues, 

citing Deleuze & Guattari, that the expression of the 5 Rhythms dance form is derived from 

its potential for creating difference between each rhythm.186 When one rhythm has reached 

its maximum, it creates the possibility of another taking over and so on.187 Just as movement 

obtains its expressivity through the capability of being transformed from one rhythm to 

another by “moving inbetween”, McCormack argues that rather than focusing on its 

beginning or end, the middle is that really counts.188 In this way, he states that the 

participants can achieve strength in their dancing by not being afraid to stop, or even to 

breathe.189  

In line with McCormack’s theory that each rhythm of the 5 Rhythms dance form 

creates possibility for another rhythm to emerge, I consequently argue that the emotional 

process of the spectator is created through a difference between each rhythm, whereas 

each rhythm creates possibility for another to emerge. In line with Kozel’s theory of the 

dynamic reversibility of the senses, the empty screen in the video image in this way fosters 

introspection in the spectator through seeing herself see, touching herself touch, as well as 

hearing herself hear as I have expanded the use of the senses regarding this dynamic. 

Given the inability to discern whether the video image represents the 

psychical/physical erasure of the spectator or her transcendence through which she 

becomes unified with her environment, I argue that this stage of Moving Bodies creates a 

space between these two interpretations that brings to it its own rhythm through the 

uncertainty of what will take over. By assuming that the emotional process of dance 

possesses quality giving the spectator of dance an enjoyable, rather than a destructive, 

experience, I argue that this stage of the emotional process can expand Ekman’s emotional 

behaviour model by adjusting it to enjoyable experiences. Followed by Roth’s description, 

that the trance can give the participations of the 5 Rhythms dance an opportunity of an inner 

dance that can free themselves of their mental burden, I argue in line with McCormack’s 
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theory that by releasing the control of her body and not even being afraid to breath, the 

spectator of dance is able to experience an inner dance of her emotions. 

 

 

7.2.5 Experienced body 
Preview: As I listen to my breathing inside my body, I observe the performance, which has 

become like oxygen for my thoughts. When the performance comes to an end, the scene 

that seemed to breathe on its own just a while ago has disappeared into the blackness of the 

dance hall. When I turn my computer on at home later in that evening, I imagine that the 

dancers have become avatars, driven by codes in the cyberspace as they struggle for their 

own existence. I wander if the avatars manage to survive in the computer after the screen 

has become black, just like the dancers still moving in my mind in the rhythm of my 

breathing. 

 

The last sequence of Moving Bodies visualizes how my body reaches equilibrium 

again as the movements of the dancers and the scene have become a part of my breathing. 

After a deep inhalation is heard, as if I am being suffocated, the image of my face gradually 

becomes visible as I exhale, and with inhalation the image is zoomed to my mouth through 

which the dancing bodies become dominant followed by their noise. As this process is 

repeated, a regular rhythm is achieved. Similarly to how the dancers have to breathe to be 

able to move, the spectator’s experience has become a part of her breathing. 

As our emotional behaviour is dependent on individual learning and biological innate 

factors, Ekman says this information is stored in our brain in an “emotion alert database”.190 

As soon as we have gone through a new emotional behaviour, it becomes a part of “the 

automatic nervous system activity that regulates our body”.191 The database is open to new 

learning as new information can always be added to it, but the information entering into the 
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database cannot easily be removed.192 According to Ekman, research has shown that 

memory is related to our emotions, even though it is not accessible to us when we are 

experiencing the emotions, and we are even able to re-experience emotions that we have 

had before.193  

Although Ekman does not specify Emotion Alert Database as a separate stage in his 

emotional behaviour model, I have included this stage into the emotional process of dance 

to underline how the emotions of the spectator become a part of her experience. According 

to Ekman, the emotional experience of the spectator will in this way affect other experiences 

that she will have in the future through her memory, as it becomes a part of her automatic 

process, similar to how it has been affected by our previous experiences. Ekman 

acknowledges that not much research has been done to investigate how thought becomes 

involved in an emotional episode but nevertheless regards thought and emotion as two 

separate acts even though thought can occasionally be involved with emotions. Unlike 

emotions, which most often become visible through bodily signals, he defines thought as 

completely private as it has no expressive signals through our bodies.194 During emotional 

behaviour we justify our emotions as they feel right to us at that very moment. This happens 

because the information that we have got and could have changed our reactions do not 

become available to us during the emotional episode.195 It is not until the emotional 

behaviour is over that we get the opportunity to think and consider what has happened to 

us.196 According to Ekman, these considerations cannot affect our automatic nervous system 

because of its automatic function that is not related to thought. 

Through his focus on destructive emotions, Ekman emphasizes how we are better 

able to control our emotions and deal with the problems they entail by becoming conscious 

of the emotional state we are going through. In spite of our emotional state preventing us 

from thinking rational thoughts, he argues that we should be able to develop the capability to 

observe ourselves simultaneously through an emotional experience, preferably when not 

more than few seconds have passed. Thereby we get an opportunity to reconsider whether 

our emotional behaviour is appropriate or not that can eventually direct our actions. Through 

repetitions, it can become the routine that can result in a better emotional live.197 Even 

though Ekman regards emotion and thought as two different acts, he emphasizes in this way 

that they can nevertheless be related into a single process by our own practice. 

Instead of limiting thinking to individual bodies as Ekman advocates, McCormack 

(2002) remarks that thinking, seeing and feeling are interrelated through rhythms of 
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movement. By following the theory of Gregory Bateson who, according to Roth, was an 

active participant in the 5 Rhythms dance,198 McCormack argues that thought is inherently a 

relational activity, which takes part in a larger context outside the body. By defining the arts 

as an expressive activity related to thought, McCormack states that the creativity of the arts 

is interrelated to conscious and unconscious states of mind through movements extending 

beyond the body. Instead of limiting creative activity to individual bodies, he emphasizes it 

comes from the outside of the body.199 In the same way the arts are interrelated to conscious 

and unconscious states of mind, McCormack concludes that thinking, seeing and feeling are 

all interconnected through rhythms of movement that are created by subjective and non-

subjective forces. Rather than moving along a pathway determined on continuity of a cause-

effect relationship, he addresses movement as an expressive force that travels around.200 In 

this way, movement can never stop according to McCormack. Even when it seems to 

become quite still, it “approaches pure breath” composed by many forces, “still making a 

difference that is itself always in the making”.201  

By defining feeling as “that atmosphere felt in a body” between affect and emotion, i.e., 

before the emotion is intensity felt,202 McCormack places thought, sight and emotion into an 

interrelated process by including thinking, seeing and feeling in the rhythms of movement. 

He thereby disagrees both with Ekman, who regards emotion and thought as two separate 

actions that can however occasionally be combined, and Sheets-Johnstone, who does not 

relate emotion with brain activities because of its nature of being the primary force of life. 

Instead of presuming that the spectator's experience of dance becomes an automatic 

process through her memory, without thought being involved, I conclude according to 

McCormack that thought and emotion become interrelated through the spectator’s corporeal 

memory by rhythms of movement. 

As McCormack claims rhythms of movement are not determined by the continuity of 

cause-effect relationships, I argue that his theory resembles the dynamic reversibility of the 

senses that Kozel emphasizes as fundamental in dance in interactive environments. As I 

have argued in “Dynamic body” that hearing can be a part of this dynamic in addition to 

seeing and touching, as Kozel remarks by referring to Merleau-Ponty’s theory, I 

subsequently argue by McCormack’s theory that thinking and emotion can also be involved 

in this dynamic reversibility. In line with McCormack, Julian Henriques (2010) connects 

rhythms with affect by suggesting that affect can be experienced rhythmically in our 

environment through its frequent relation with bodily expression in dance. By citing Deleuze 
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& Guattari, Henriques states that as every environment has its own rhythm created by 

repetition of codes, this rhythm can be transferred from one medium to another through its 

dynamic. As a whole-body experience, rhythm is able to create meaning and understanding 

of our society through its embodiment.203 According to Henriques, I argue that the interactive 

environment in Living Room is able to create a rhythm that not only affects the dancers but 

can also be transferred from one medium to another as well through its dynamic. 

As I discussed in a previous section, followed by McCormack’s theory, the emotional 

process of the spectator of dance can be regarded rhythmically thereof as each rhythm 

creates a possibility for another to take over and so on, I claim by Henriques’s theory that 

each rhythm in the emotional process of dance can be viewed separately, and their 

expressiveness do not have to be in consecutive order. I consequently conclude that each 

stage of the spectator's emotional process of dance represents its own expressiveness that 

can be experienced in a different order or only partially. 

Instead of assuming the emotional process is able to affect the spectator’s body 

without thought becoming involved in that process, as Ekman and Sheets-Johnstone 

advocate, the video image represents, in line with McCormack’s theory, how the dancing 

bodies have become changed into a still rhythm of movement through my regular breathing. 

As I find that the video image almost seems to breathe itself, I argue that it visualizes well 

how this experience is no longer limited to my body but, rather, has got a new life by 

becoming a part of the atmosphere. In this way I argue that Moving Bodies indicates how the 

experience of the spectator will in turn affect other experiences and thoughts through her 

memory. As her body needs oxygen to breathe, she cannot live without being affected by 

her environment through her emotions. As my body becomes clear when I exhale, it 

emphasizes the physical body's need of a base for emotional responses that the spectator is 

exposed to, as well as for keeping them in her memory. 

Although it may be assumed that my body has reached equilibrium in this stage 

through my regular breathing, Kozel points out that when dancers in interactive 

environments are first becoming familiar with their corporeal knowledge, it “provides scope 

for the unexpected”.204 Furthermore, McCormack argues, by citing Deleuze & Guattari, that 

rather than the expression of movement being derived from the repetition itself, a rhythm first 

becomes expressive when it is interrupted.205 Rather than presuming this movement will 

continue to remain still, the disruptions indicate that it has created conditions for new 

emotions to emerge. Sooner or later this experience will be affected by other experiences; it 

will as well as affect other senses, thoughts and emotions through the spectator’s memory. 
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7.3 Revaluation of the video creation 

In Moving Bodies I have used digital video technology to expose the invisible mechanism of 

the human body through an emotional experience within the arts that is not visible through 

traditional anthropological researches with video recordings. By using theories by Sheets-

Johnstone and Ekman, I have attempted through video creation to develop a method that is 

capable of visualising an emotional process of a spectator of dance. As the video image is 

created through with my own experience together with academic theories, I have used the 

video creation in this analysis to evaluate how digital technology is able to deliver this 

emotional experience, in comparison with the academic theories that I have chosen in this 

analysis. 

Through McCormack’s (2008) attention to how Cresswell regards various systems of 

movement analysis as both interesting and problematic through their purpose of capturing 

movement and converting it into an abstract form, I realize that restricting movement in a 

specific form like Moving Bodies can seem a contradiction to movement as an expressive 

force that travels around. McCormack nevertheless emphasizes these systems can serve as 

necessary supplements to other researches, as well as offer opportunities for further 

experiments and experiences. In relation to this thesis, however, I find the video creation 

serving not just as a supplement but also as a necessary tool to visualize and evaluate the 

theories that I have chosen for this purpose. Consequently, I assume it would not have been 

possible to achieve comparable results by the use of either method separately. 

It must nevertheless be taken into account that my use of video creation as a part of 

this thesis affects my findings through the comparison of human characteristics and the 

mechanic quality of the digital technology. As a result, it can be difficult to distinguish 

whether the emotional effects that the video image seems to reveal reflect the emotional 

experience of the spectator or are caused by mechanical manipulation. As I have intended 

to expose the invisible mechanism of an emotional experience, I have limited my analysis to 

revealing how the structure of the process itself is able to affect the spectator’s body, rather 

than attempting to analyse my personal interpretation of the performance. I have 

nevertheless noticed during my analysis that the abstract form of Moving Bodies is not 

capable of visualizing various aspects of human characteristics, such as the spectator’s 

motivation in “Creative body”. Additionally, I find the dynamic reversibility of the senses not 

the same in the video image, compared with the multiple dynamic that is present in the 

theatre between the dancers, the audience and the technology, which can, e.g., be related 

to the limited framing that the video image offers through the screen. 

However, I find the constructive view often successful in revealing what is hidden 

under the surface of the image, as MacDougall (2006) expects is included in “framing” in 
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photography or filmmaking by being intertwined with showing.206 In this view, Rancière 

(2011) addresses the video image’s capacity to create “a mental space” through its abstract 

form by creating a relationship between unrelated events that represents “reality outside 

themselves” and transforming one expression into another.207 The two recordings that I have 

used for the video creation are neither recorded at the same time nor the same place, but 

nevertheless become related into the same narrative through Moving Bodies. Therefore the 

unforeseen effects through the combination of these two recordings can therefore, according 

to Rancière, create a reality that does not correspond to the identical experience of the 

spectator, as I noticed through the various patterns of the video image in my analysis of 

“Creative body”. As a result, I claim that in the same way as Rancière points out the video 

image is capable of transforming one expression into another, the characteristics of the 

various rhythms of movement can change from one medium to another, as I have already 

concluded by referring to McCormack’s theory ensuring the expressiveness of movement. 

Instead of restricting the understanding of movement, as McCormack draws attention 

to what can be regarded as problematic with various systems of movement, I argue that 

combining an academic study with video creation, as this thesis presents, can put academic 

theories into a new perspective by being intertwined with each other with the unforeseen 

effects that the video image provides.  
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8 Emotional process reflected in Rancière’s theory 

As I have investigated through video creation how an emotional process of dance can affect 

the corporeal experience of a spectator, I will in this last section examine the emotional 

process through Rancière’s theory (2011). Giving various examples of how the spectator in 

the arts has been seen to exist in a passive state requiring activation, Rancière states that 

artists have regarded their role as being to activate the spectator by creating “a form of 

consciousness, an intensity of feeling, an energy for action”.208 Instead of giving the 

spectator an opportunity to experience the arts through her own emotional responses, the 

artists’ predefined views, which are not her own, have prevented her own interpretation.209 

By emphasizing that the spectator is already active and does not therefore need to be 

brought from passivity to activity, Rancière proposes “a new scene of equality” through 

which the spectator can create her own stories from her own personal experience and 

dreams.210 In his book, Rancière explains how various methods have been used in the arts 

for presenting artwork/performances that have restricted the spectator’s possibilities of 

interpreting the arts in her own way. By comparing these methods with the emotional 

process of dance, I will explore how Rancière’s theory of the spectator’s responses in the 

arts can be explained by the corporeal experience that each stage of the process can 

provide. Consequently, I intend to expand both his theory and the construction of dance 

spectatorship that this analysis presents. 

Rancière emphasizes that even though separation is an unavoidable consequence in 

theatrical spectacles, in the same way as works of art are separated from the spectator 

through their representational form, this need not be interpreted as a gap that has to be filled 

as artists have considered.211 This belief has emerged through the misunderstanding that 

the act of looking has been regarded as the opposite of knowing and acting. Opposite to the 

active performers, the audience has not been intended to know and act as performers have 

been able to do and has therefore been deemed passive.212 As all members of the audience 

are affected by their previous experiences, their understandings differ.213 Through the 

shared activity of creating their own plots, the audience is united in the same action despite 

their experiences being individual. Instead of being passive, the audience is therefore 

already active in Rancière’s understanding, through the power of their tension between 

“associating and dissociating” forces. The spectator does not therefore need to be turned 
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into an actor to become activated, as “every spectator is already an actor in her story”, just 

like “every actor, every man of action, is the spectator of the same story”. 214 

This division between performers and audiences is interesting in “Dynamic body” of 

the emotional process of dance. Instead of regarding the gap between the performers and 

the spectator as a barrier needing to be filled, my argument has been sustained by Kozel’s 

theory that the gap between our bodies serves on the contrary as a precondition for 

communication through the dynamic reversibility of the senses. Even though the emotional 

experience has practically not started at this stage of the emotional process, its potential 

depends on the dynamic reversibility that this gap can create through seeing-seen, touching-

touched and hearing-heard. 

According to Rancière an important method that the arts have used in their attempt to 

bridge the gap between the spectator and the artwork/performances is the aesthetic effect 

that has entailed a hierarchy through a cause-effect relationship, in which the artists 

dominate the spectator.215 Rancière claims the aesthetic thought has been brought into the 

arts from the old culture of Greece, which consists of expressing “signs of thoughts and 

emotions” that are predetermined.216 Instead of giving the spectator an opportunity to 

interpret the artwork/performances independently, the art’s role consisted in disciplining the 

spectator by implementing good manners through predefined thoughts and emotions 

through a common experience. Even though artists are not interested in disciplining the 

spectator nowadays, Rancière says this thought of creating a common experience for the 

spectators has survived in the arts through their aesthetic value, which has been regarded 

“as the language of nature itself” and universally understood. As these thoughts and 

emotions are not her own, the spectator understands this aesthetic value through the action 

of imitation rather than through her own experience.217  

At first sight, Rancière’s description of how the spectator in the arts has learned the 

rules of the aesthetic thought can be likened to “Learning body” of the emotional process of 

dance, in which the spectator learns the choreography of her own emotions. Instead the 

spectator in the arts has learned the rules of aesthetic thought by her own emotions, 

Rancière emphasizes her understanding is limited to imitation, which I find consistent with 

Sheets-Johnstone’s aforementioned statement that emotions can be mimed through body 

movements without being actually experienced.218 Accordingly, the spectator in the arts has 

learned to understand the aesthetic values of the arts through imitation, instead a learning 

process based on her own emotions. Consequently, I argue that the dynamic force created 
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by the combination of the spectator’s kinaesthetic memory and self-movement of the 

emotion, which I have described as characteristic in the second stage of the emotional 

process of dance, will not be present. 

Another method that Rancière states has been evident in the arts in the 

postmodernism as a way to bridge the gap between the spectator and the 

artwork/performances is “the intolerable image”.219 Through this method, artists have used 

political messages to let the spectator become aware of some hidden reality of our society 

that is often related to the inequality and materialism of the consumer society. By overflow of 

images, “the evil of images consists in their very number”, through which the spectator is 

supposed to feel guilty due to her will of denying this reality.220 As reality and misery have 

become blurred through consumerism, Rancière claims that instead of critical thought, the 

spectator ignores these critical systems today by feeling herself to be a victim of illusion. To 

avoid both feeling guilty about this denied reality and feeling ashamed of not feeling guilty, 

Rancière says the spectator’s only answer is action.221 Nevertheless, she knows that her 

actions will never have an effect and therefore become useless. As the flood of images 

becomes intolerable, the spectator gradually becomes incapable of estimating situations or 

making decisions on how to act, however knowing that her actions will never have any effect 

and therefore becoming totally useless.222  

Through my analysis of the enjoyable and destructive emotional process in the third 

stage, I have assumed that watching dance is an enjoyable rather than a destructive 

experience. According to Rancière’s description of the spectator’s reaction to the intolerable 

image, I argue that the spectator’s sense of guilt and her inability to assess situations 

correspond to Roth’s description of how the participants in the 5 Rhythms dance are able of 

becoming stuck in their destructive emotions despite their activity of dancing. As a 

consequence, they do not have control over their dancing through an interaction between 

conscious and unconscious states of mind, as I have affirmed by Kozel’s theory that is 

essential when dancing in interactive environments. I find this inability to have control in line 

with the destructive effects that Ekman assumes in his emotional behaviour model. Instead 

of reaching equilibrium between involuntary and voluntary actions, as I have in “Creative 

body”, addressed by Rostas’ theory of what is important for the emotional process for 

becoming qualitative, I conclude that as the spectator of the intolerable image is involuntarily 

activated to act, she gets stuck in a destructive emotional cycle, from which she does not 

know how to escape. 
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“Transcended body” of the emotional process is interesting in view of the “aesthetic 

separation” that Rancière says the arts have created through their “aesthetic community”.223 

Instead of providing space for the spectator to experience the arts differently from one body 

to another, this has involved the aforementioned domination by ensuring that everyone 

would have a common experience. As a result, the aesthetic experience was considered as 

a common experience, based on “a multiplication of connections and disconnections” 

between bodies, instead of being individual.224 As aesthetic experience cannot be collective, 

Rancière states it creates a tension between “being together” and “being apart”. Despite 

modern and postmodern artists attempts to break this illusion of togetherness by rejecting 

those laws, Rancière notes they have more or less created the same effect as they expect 

certain reactions beforehand from their spectators.225  

This view is comparable to the experience in the fourth stage of the emotional process, 

in which I have concluded from Rostas' theory that the spectator becomes unified with her 

environment by reaching quality through equilibrium between involuntary and voluntary 

emotions. Followed by Kozel’s interpretation of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology, the rhythm 

of in-betweenness gives the spectator an opportunity for introspection through the dynamic 

reversibility of the senses through seeing herself see, touching herself touch, and hearing 

herself hear. 

Unlike other methods that Rancière discusses in his book, he claims that the spectator 

in the arts can independently interpret the arts through “the pensive image”, in which the 

mind is combined by “thought and non-thought” that can also signify a combination of 

“activity and passivity”.226 By citing Winckelmann, Rancière states that pensiveness involves 

an activity that has turned into its opposite, i.e., “endless, passive repetition of the motion”, 

which he likens to the still waves of the sea.227 Instead of restricting the spectator’s 

interpretation of the arts, Rancière makes clear that the pensive image ensures an 

independent experience through its “latent presence of one regime of expression in 

another”, thereof the video image is particularly suitable. By emphasizing its ability to make 

narrative chains through montage, Rancière says the video image can intertwine various 

expressions that slide into each other on the same surface and create tensions through 

various media.228 Instead of limiting the interpretation of the spectator, Rancière says it 

provides active interpretation of the artwork/performances, through which she can create her 

own stories from her own personal experience and dreams.229 By calling the video image “a 
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theatre of memory”, Rancière proposes “a new scene of equality” in the arts instead of the 

dominating effects that have been evident through the aesthetic separation.230  

As the video image Moving Bodies in the last stage of the emotional process of dance 

visualizes how the dancing bodies have turned into still movement through the spectator’s 

regular breathing, Rancière focuses on how thought can be viewed as active by comparing it 

to still movement. By combining his idea with mine, I argue that the mind of the spectator is 

kept alive through her breathing. Instead of limiting her experience to the mind through her 

memory, Moving Bodies visualizes in line with Kozel’s theory, that her memory is related to 

all her body, inside and out, which sooner or later will be transformed, as well as it will 

transform other rhythms of movement. 

By reflecting the emotional process of the spectator of dance on Rancière’s theory, I 

have shed light on how the spectator in the arts is always active through the flow of complex 

interaction with its environment. In this way, each stage of the emotional process can be 

used to reveal how her reactions are dependent on the arts’ potential for activating these 

corporeal responses, whether they are experienced as a coherent or only partial process. 
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9 Conclusion and perspective 

By combining academic research with artistic practice, I have in this Master’s thesis tried to 

expose the invisible mechanism of the human body through an emotional experience within 

the arts. Placing myself as a member of the audience, I have through my video creation 

Moving Bodies observed how a dance performance employing interactive technology can 

create various reactions through my body. Through a dialogue between two recordings, with 

one representing the dance performance Living Room and another myself as an audience 

member, I have attempted to visualize the pathway of movement that travels from dance 

with technology to a spectator, and from the spectator into a video image. In this way, I have 

transposed the experience of a spectator of watching dance into new artwork. By 

implementing Sheets-Johnstone’s theory of the congruence between movement and 

emotion and adjusting Ekman’s emotional behaviour model to an enjoyable experience by 

the 5 Rhythms dance form, I have outlined the emotional experience of the spectator 

through a process of five stages. 

By comparing the repetitive structure of dance with the mechanism of the video image, 

I have in the written analysis investigated whether a comparable repetitive structure affects 

my emotional reactions as a spectator. By using phenomenology and reflections on 

theoretical writings from philosophy, dance studies and the psychology of emotion, I have 

maintained that the spectator of dance experiences her emotions through a combination of 

her corporeal learning and the dynamic reversibility of her thoughts, senses and emotions. 

Through my investigation of how each of the five stages is felt through the spectator’s body, 

I have in “Dynamic body” noticed, informed by Kozel’s theory, that the brief disruptions in 

Moving Bodies can be likened to the dynamic reversibility of the senses through seeing-seen 

and hearing-heard. Subsequently, I have affirmed that the body of the spectator responds 

automatically to any disruption through her senses, which I find in line with Rancière’s theory 

that the spectator in the arts is already active. In “Learning body”, I have by Kozel’s theory 

supported that through an interaction between conscious and unconscious states of mind, 

the spectator gradually learns how to respond to her emotions. In the same way as dancers 

corporeally learn their choreography by repetition of their movements, the video image 

visualizes through transparent layers intertwining with each other how the spectator 

gradually experiences the dance through her whole body by repetition of her emotions. By 

presuming the emotional experience of the spectator is enjoyable rather than destructive, I 

have in “Creative body” investigated how an enjoyable experience can be evaluated through 

its quality. Following Rostas' theory, I have argued that by concentrating on her inner 

feelings, the experience of the spectator becomes qualitative through equilibrium between 

her voluntary and involuntary emotions, in which the spectator’s motivation is essential. 
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Although the various patterns becoming visible in this stage of the video image can be 

attributed to the spectator’s creativity, I find the video image unable to distinguish between 

her conscious and unconscious state of mind, which I have discovered is essential for the 

spectator to keep control of the process. Accordingly, following Kozel’s theory, I have 

suggested that the equilibrium between voluntary and involuntary emotions can result in an 

automatic function through the spectator’s body, nevertheless driven by her own stimulation, 

that enables the creativity of her mind. In “Transcended body” I find the empty screen unable 

to distinguish whether the spectator’s body is being erased or whether she transcends to 

another state of consciousness. In spite of that, I have supported, in line with McCormack’s 

theory, that the uncertainty of what will take over creates a space in between these two 

interpretations that brings to it its own rhythm in the video image. Following Kozel’s theory of 

the dynamic reversibility of the senses, I have affirmed that the empty screen can foster 

introspection in the spectator that results in an inner dance of her emotions through the 

experience of seeing herself see, touching herself touch, and hearing herself hear. In 

“Experienced body” I have drawn upon McCormack’s theory to suggest that the emotional 

experience of the spectator is changed into a still rhythm of movement, which is represented 

in the video image by her regular breathing. Instead of being limited to the body of the 

spectator, her breathing visualizes how the experience gets new life by becoming a part of 

the atmosphere, which in return will affect other experiences and thoughts through her 

memory. After having discovered by Henriques’ theory, that each stage of the emotional 

process has its own rhythm representing its own expressiveness, I have supported that the 

emotional process can either be experienced in coherent or only partial order. In the last part 

of my analysis “Revaluation of the video creation”, I have assessed the advantages and 

disadvantages of using video creation in academic research. Although I do not find the video 

image capable of reflecting various aspects of the human characteristics, I find that Moving 

Bodies is often able to reflect those characteristics in its own way, thereby putting the 

theories into a new perspective.  

In the section “Emotional process reflected in Rancière’s theory” I have demonstrated 

how each stage of the process can be used to reveal the spectator’s reactions in the arts by 

shedding light on how she is always active through the flow of complex interaction with the 

environment. I have suggested that each stage of the emotional process can be used to 

reveal how the spectator’s reactions are dependent on the arts’ potential for activating these 

corporeal responses. As a result, I argue that both Rancière’s theory and the construction of 

dance spectatorship that this analysis represents have been expanded. 

Through its capability of compressing and taking moments out of context, Rancière 

claims the video image provides an active interpretation of the spectator, which is 

transformed into the thought of pensiveness. To compare this view with how Duchamp uses 
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the machine in his artwork to mock the emotional significance of the arts that I have already 

discussed in “Introduction”, he assumes, according to Thau, that mechanic self-movement 

transforms the emotions of the spectator into images of thoughts. Accordingly, the 

experience of watching the video image and the machines in Duchamp’s artwork seem to 

have a similar function of transforming the act of watching into thoughts in the spectator’s 

mind. However, as Rancière’s intention is to inform how the arts can create conditions for an 

active interpretation of the spectator, Duchamp wants to free the spectator of her emotions. 

Through repetitive self-movement, bodies in Duchamp’s artwork achieve mechanic qualities, 

opposed to the machines that attain biological characteristics similar to human beings. 

According to dynamic reversibility, I claim the repetitive self-movement of the machine in 

Duchamp’s artwork is unable to separate emotion from thought by freeing the spectator of 

her emotions. However, the automatic function of the video image corresponds in many 

ways to the biological characteristics similar to human beings, according to my analysis, 

through the unforeseen effects that are involved in dancing in interactive environments and 

watching the dance. As I have observed that the video image is not able to deliver a 

spectator’s motivation by distinguishing between conscious and unconscious states of mind, 

I assume that the repetitive self-movement of the machine in Duchamp’s artwork does not 

ensure that the experience will have a positive rather than a negative effect on the spectator. 

Although the video image does not possess the skill of feeling itself moved to move, like 

Sheets-Johnstone claims is the prime motivator for all animate creatures, I claim that Moving 

Bodies is able to represent the memory of the dynamic congruency between dance and 

emotions through the dynamic structure of repetition. 

As digital technology has become an intergraded part in our visual culture by affecting 

all areas of our communication, I have in this Master’s thesis tried to provide an encounter 

between a dance performance and a spectator through the video image Moving Bodies. By 

using artistic practice together with academic research, I have attempted to match my 

investigation to the flow of complex interaction between our body and the environment 

through the dynamic reversibility of our senses, thoughts and emotions. As I have utilized 

those two methods simultaneously during the procedure, they have reflected and affected 

each other by continuously creating tensions that I assume would not have been possible to 

achieve by the use of either method separately. By reflecting human characteristics on 

digital codes, I expect this analysis sheds light on possibilities and limitations of using video 

technology in anthropological studies of human behaviour. Subsequently, I assume that 

creators of visual material, such as artists, designers and the media, will be more able to 

ensure an enjoyable rather than destructive experience through the encounter between 

images/events and our bodies. By drawing dance theories into Visual Culture and emotional 

exchanges into a creative practice, I hope this Master’s thesis provides insight into how our 
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corporeal experience can be investigated in the context of the diverse rhythms that are 

integrated in our culture. 
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